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God and the Jews 
In What Sense Are They The Chosen People Of God? 

An Exposition of Romans 9-11 
 
INTRODUCTION 

In chapters 1-8 of Romans, the apostle Paul lays out his main point to the Gentile Christians in Rome, 
who have not encountered any Jews for eight years since the edict by Emperor Claudius expelled them 
from the capital city because of their physically assaulting one another over the question of whether or not 
Jesus of Nazareth is the Messiah. (The Bible fundamentally defines the Jews as all those people who are 
direct, physical descendants of Abraham through Isaac and Jacob, and the Gentiles are everyone else in 
the world.) Paul, of course, states categorically that he is, along with the proviso that no one, not even the 
Jews, can earn God’s blessings and the fulfillment of His promises by outwardly obeying the Mosaic 
Covenant of Exodus 19 through Deuteronomy. Instead, it is people, Jews and Gentiles, whose heart God 
circumcises by the inner work of His Holy Spirit and who manifest authentic belief in God, especially now 
belief in Jesus as the Messiah, whose death and resurrection have brought about the appeasement of 
God’s wrath for believing sinners, who obtain eternal life through salvation from God’s condemnation. 

Paul ends chapter 8 by asking if there is anyone or anything that can separate authentic believers 
from God’s and the Messiah’s love, when God has clearly demonstrated His love to them by handing 
Jesus over to death on the cross and when Jesus has obviously revealed his love for them by willingly 
suffering death on the cross? The inescapable answer is an emphatic, “No!” And this highlights how it is 
the Messiah, and not Moses and the Mosaic Covenant, who is the only basis for obtaining the fulfillment 
of God’s promises, which include what all modern Christians recognize as eternal life in the Kingdom of 
God. 

But this emphasis on Jesus, his death, and his resurrection must have led to another thought in 
Paul’s mind and a question that maybe his readers have, “Does the fact that so many Gentiles (like us in 
Rome) and so few Jews have believed in the Jewish Messiah mean that God has failed with His message 
of Genesis through Malachi to compel the Jews to believe in Him and to remain His chosen people? 
Indeed, has God perhaps transferred His attention, focus, and promises from the Jews, who are Israel, to 
the church of the followers of Jesus, who clearly are mostly Gentiles?” 

This question is also important for us as 21st century Christians, because we have divided ourselves 
into two camps who answer this question differently, and I would like to explain from Romans 9-11 why I 
think one camp is correct. 

We will use the following titles to refer to the two camps— 
 
1) Replacement Theology 
2) Status Quo Theology 
 
Replacement Theology believes that God has replaced the Old Testament nation of Israel with the 

New Testament church of believers in Jesus as their Christ and Messiah. In other words, whatever 
promises that God made to the Jews, who are physical descendants of Abraham through his son Isaac 
and his grandson Jacob, He has transferred to Christians, who are spiritual descendants of Abraham by 
means of their belief and faith in Jesus as their Messiah. 

There are two main reasons for why people believe that Replacement Theology is the correct way 
to understand the Bible. The first is that the Jews rejected Jesus as their Messiah during his first 
appearance, resulting in God’s rejecting them—something that became obvious when the Romans 
destroyed Jerusalem in A.D. 70 and killed a vast number of Jews and dispersed most of those still alive 
throughout the Roman Empire during another Jewish revolt in A.D. 132-135. As a result and in God’s 
eyes, the Jews lost their land and their capital city forever, so that their recent return to the land and 
Jerusalem over the last 150 years has nothing to do with their former chosen status before God. Their 
living on the land and in Jerusalem is not God’s fulfilling His promise of the Abrahamic Covenant to them. 
It is their own selfish design to build a nation on the same land, to which they no longer have a biblical 
claim. 

The second reason why people believe that Replacement Theology is correct is because the New 
Testament says nothing about the Jews’ remaining God’s chosen people and about His fulfilling the Old 
Testament promises to grant them the land of Israel and to make them a “great [political] nation” 
according to Genesis 12:1-3. In fact, the New Testament emphasizes that Jews and Gentiles have 
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become a new Israel and one group of God’s chosen people as believers in Jesus as the Christ, so that 
this new multi-ethnic and international group will acquire God’s promise of eternal life in heaven. 
Obviously then, the New Testament is speaking of a group of people who are clearly distinct from the 
Jews, who will never obtain a restored earthly and national kingdom on the land of Israel and centered in 
Jerusalem as stated in Genesis 12:1-3 below, 

 
Genesis 12:1 And Yahweh said to Abram [Abraham],  
 “Go forth from your country,  
 And from your relatives  
 And from your father’s house,  
 To the land which I will show you; 
12:2 And I will make you a great nation,  
 And I will bless you,  
 And make your name great;  
 And in this way be a blessing. 
12:3 And I will bless those who bless you,  
 And the one who curses you I will curse.  
 And in you all the families of the earth will be blessed.” [emphasis mine] 
 
Status Quo Theology is the belief that God maintains the status quo of the Abrahamic Covenant 

above, so that He will fulfill the two promises exactly as He stated them. There is the first promise to the 
physical, ethnic descendants of Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob, who are the Jews. And there is the second 
promise to the spiritual, multi-ethnic descendants of Abraham, made up both Jews and Gentiles, who 
demonstrate authentic belief in God and eventually in Jesus, the Messiah. In other words, according to 
the first promise, God will one day cause believing, sinful, earthly Jews to become the most powerful 
nation in history, so that they will rule the whole earth with their king, Jesus of Nazareth. Jesus is the one 
whom Paul calls in 2 Corinthians 4:4 and Colossians 1:15 the “icon of God” within the creation. This is to 
say that, while he is a pure human being, he is also God within the story that He is telling.  

Plus, according to the second promise, God will cause all former and current believing Jews and 
Gentiles to participate in both the “great nation” of Israel on their land as described in the Old Testament 
prophets and Revelation 20. Then, afterwards, these same believing Jews and Gentiles will enjoy the 
eternal Kingdom of God on the new earth as described in Revelation 21-22. This means that the Jews’ 
rejection of Jesus during his first appearance did not result in God’s completely rejecting them as His 
earthly, ethnic chosen people so as to transfer their promises to the New Testament church. Even so, it 
has resulted in their experiencing God’s discipline and encouragement to believe in Him during the long 
period of time between Jesus’ first and second appearances. And we are certainly still waiting for the 
latter. 

This also means that, while the New Testament is perhaps not as clear as the Old Testament in its 
description of God’s fulfilling both promises of Genesis 12:1-3 exactly as He stated them, it nevertheless 
indicates that He will remain faithful to them in the midst of many more Gentiles than Jews believing in 
Jesus the Messiah during the first century. Quite frankly, we do not know the statistics of Jewish believers 
vs. Gentile believers in Jerusalem, Judea, Galilee, and the rest of the Roman Empire when, over the 
course of many decades, the apostles were carrying out their responsibility to proclaim the message of 
Jesus as the Son of God and Messiah. But, during the ensuing centuries, there probably have been more 
Gentiles than Jews who have become bona fide Christians. 

It is also the case that the emphasis in the New Testament appears to be eternal life “in heaven” (so 
to speak) and not a restored Kingdom of David on the land of Israel. In other words, the New Testament 
emphasis is on God’s second promise to Abraham and not on His first promise. This might lead us to 
think that God is concerned with only one thing—the salvation from God’s eternal judgment which Jesus 
brings through his death and resurrection and that is strictly heavenly and eternal for all believers, both 
Jews and Gentiles. Therefore, God has left behind His first promise to produce an earthly and temporary 
kingdom and nation for the Jews, or at least He has replaced Israel with the church and transferred the 
status of being a “great nation” from the former to the latter, whereby the church’s greatness will be in 
their acquiring eternal life. As such, it would seem that belief in Jesus is all about only eternal life for 
believers of all ethnic groups—both Jews and Gentiles. 
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I will state here at the outset that I believe that Status Quo Theology is correct and that Romans 9-
11 affirms this understanding of the whole Bible. However, during my analysis of these three chapters, I 
will attempt to point out how certain statements by Paul could lead us to come to the conclusion that the 
Bible is teaching Replacement Theology and not Status Quo Theology. Nevertheless, while I admit 
that Status Quo Theology is more complicated than the other (why not just conclude that Jesus has 
saved us all to go to heaven, and be done with it!?), as I consider the data in Romans 9-11, it seems to 
me that it is true in the light of all the passages in the Old Testament that support it. Plus, Paul quotes or 
paraphrases the Old Testament thirty-three times, and I think he is doing so in order to affirm Status Quo 
Theology. 

Here, by the way, are two helpful passages from the prophets Jeremiah and Ezekiel, who wrote 
around 600 B.C. at the time of the destruction of the southern Kingdom of Judah, Jerusalem, and its 
temple by the Babylonians— 

 
Jeremiah 23:5 “Behold, the days are coming,” declares Yahweh,  
 “When I will raise up for David a righteous Branch;  
 and He will reign as king and act wisely  
 and do justice and righteousness in the land. 
23:6 In his days Judah will be saved,  
 and Israel will dwell securely;  
 and this is his name by which he will be called,  
 ‘Yahweh our righteousness.’” 
23:7 “Therefore behold, the days are coming,” declares Yahweh, “when they will no longer say, ‘As 

Yahweh lives, who brought up the sons of Israel from the land of Egypt,’ 
23:8 but, ‘As Yahweh lives, who brought up and led back the descendants of the house of Israel 

from the north land and from all the countries where I had driven them.’ Then they will live on 
their own ground.” [emphasis mine] 

 
Ezekiel 37:21 “Say to them, ‘Thus says Adonai Yahweh, “Behold, I will take  

the sons of Israel from among the nations where they have gone,  
and I will gather them from every side and bring them into their own land; 

37:22 and I will make them one nation in the land, on the mountains of Israel;  
and one king will be king for all of them; and they will no longer  
be two nations and no longer be divided into two kingdoms. 

37:23 They will no longer defile themselves with their idols,  
or with their detestable things, or with any of their transgressions;  
but I will deliver them from all their dwelling places in which they have sinned,  
and will cleanse them. And they will be My people, and I will be their God. 

37:24 My servant David will be king over them, and they will all have one shepherd;  
and they will walk in My ordinances and keep My statutes and observe them. 

37:25 They will live on the land that I gave to My servant, to Jacob,  
in which your fathers lived; and they will live on it, they,  
and their sons and their sons’ sons, into perpetuity;  
and David My servant will be their prince into perpetuity. 

37:26 I will make a covenant of shalom with them;  
it will be a perpetual covenant with them.  
And I will place them and multiply them,  
and will set My holy place in their midst into perpetuity. 

37:27 My dwelling place also will be with them;  
and I will be their God, and they will be My people. 

37:28 And the nations will know that I am Yahweh who sets Israel apart,  
when My holy place is in their midst into perpetuity.”’” [emphasis mine] 

 
Simply put, I think that Romans 9-11 is affirming the Status Quo Theology of these passages that 

refer to God’s bringing the Jewish people back into their land and placing Jesus the Messiah as king over 
them during a set length of time in order to fulfill His first promise to Abraham to make them a “great 
nation,” indeed the most successful, prosperous, biblically moral, and powerful country in human history.  
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We begin with Romans 9:1-5. 
 

ROMANS 9:1-5 
 

My Translation Greek NAS28 
9:1 I am telling the truth in the Messiah. I am 

not lying, while my understanding bears witness 
with me by means of the Holy Spirit, 9:2 that I 
have great sorrow and unceasing grief in my 
heart, 9:3 because I wish that I myself were 
assigned to destruction away from the Messiah on 
behalf of my brothers, my fellow-countrymen 
according to the flesh, 9:4 who are Israelites, to 
whom belong the adoption as sons, the glory, the 
covenants, the giving of Torah, the worship, and 
the promises, 9:5 whose are the fathers and from 
whom is the Messiah (that which is according to 
the flesh), the one who is over all things. May God 
be blessed into the ages! Amen! 

 

Romans 9:1 ∆Alh/qeian le÷gw ėn Cristŵ◊ £, ouj 
yeu/domai, summarturou/shß moi thvß 
suneidh/sew¿ß mou ėn pneu/mati agi÷ŵ, 2 o¢ti lu/ph 
moi÷ ėstin mega¿lh kai« aÓdia¿leiptoß ojdu/nh thØv 
kardi÷â mou. 3 hujco/mhn ga»r aÓna¿qema ei•nai 
aujto\ß ėgw»  ™aÓpo\ touv Cristouv uJpe«r ¡tw◊n 
aÓdelfw◊n mou⁄ tw◊n suggenw◊n mou kata» sa¿rka, 
4 oiºtine÷ß ei̇sin ∆Israhli√tai, w—n hJ ui̊oqesi÷a kai« 
hJ do/xa kai« ¡ai̊ diaqhvkai⁄ kai« hJ nomoqesi÷a kai« 
hJ latrei÷a kai«  ¡̀ai̊ ėpaggeli÷ai~⁄, 5 w—n oi̊ pate÷reß 
kai« ėx w—n oJ Cristo\ß to\ kata» sa¿rka, oJ w·n ėpi« 
pa¿ntwn qeo\ß eujloghto\ß ei̇ß tou\ß ai̇w◊naß, aÓmh/n. 
 

 
After emphasizing at the end of chapter 8 that Jesus, by means of his first appearance as the 

Messiah, is the only basis for obtaining eternal salvation and life, Paul turns his attention to the people 
who have rejected this idea and are still holding on to Moses and the Mosaic Covenant as their basis for 
God’s mercy and promises. These people are none other than the Jews. Paul swears that he is “telling 
the truth in the Messiah.” Now that he has changed his mind and become convinced that the Jesus is 
more than a leader of the Jews whose job is to form an army and defeat their earthly enemies, while 
instructing them in the Mosaic law, Paul is using his belief in Jesus as the Messiah to tell the truth about 
something near and dear to him. 

Indeed, his intellectual understanding of his own situation and that he has acquired by means of the 
inner work of the “Holy Spirit,” has provoked a visceral, internal reaction in him of “great sorrow and 
unceasing grief.” As he assesses the spiritual condition of his “brothers,” who are his “follow-countrymen” 
physically speaking, i.e., the Jewish people, he sees most of them “assigned to destruction” because of 
their rejection of Jesus as the Messiah. And his desire is to exchange places with them, so that they may 
be rescued from God’s condemnation while he gives up his salvation. 

Plus, like him, these fellow Jews are “Israelites,” physical descendants of Abraham through Isaac and 
Jacob, whose name God changed to Israel (“one who struggles with God”). And, according to Exodus 
4:22, God has adopted the nation of Israel as His “son” and “firstborn,” so that they occupy a primary 
position on earth among all other peoples and ethnic groups. He has also promised to give them “glory,” 
which is to make them a magnificent people, indeed the most magnificent of all the peoples on the earth. 
How? Not only by granting them eternal life according to His second promise to Abraham in Genesis 
12:1-3, but also by shaping them into a “great nation” according to His first Abrahamic promise. Naturally, 
as we think about both Replacement Theology and Status Quo Theology, we wonder if God will still 
fulfill this promise to the ethnic group of Jews or to only the multi-ethnic group of believers in Jesus, the 
church? Perhaps, the “glory” of being a “great nation” belonged to the Jews before Jesus appeared, but 
then God transferred it to the church as the consequence of the Jews’ rejecting their Messiah. However, 
Paul clearly indicates the it is his fellow Jews who possess the “glory,” and he does not even hint that God 
has taken it away from them. The “glory” belongs to them, Paul says, and I interpret him as declaring that 
they possessed it potentially in the past, they possess it potentially in the present, and they will possess it 
concretely in the future. 

God also gave the Jews certain “covenants,” comprising the Abrahamic, Mosaic, Davidic, and New 
Covenants as articulated in various places in the Old Testament (Genesis 12-50; Exodus-Deuteronomy; 2 
Samuel 7, et al.; and Jeremiah 31:31-34 respectively). And He gave them “Torah,” the entirety of the Old 
Testament teaching and instruction about God and His plans and purposes for their Messiah, for them, 
and for the Gentiles. In addition, He taught them how to “worship” Him with the rituals, ceremonies, and 
moral commandments of the Abrahamic and Mosaic Covenants. And God provided the Jews with the 
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“promises” as I have described as two-fold— 1) becoming the most powerful nation in human history, and 
2) obtaining eternal life. We notice that, at least so far, Paul does not indicate that God has transferred the 
promise of being a “great nation” to the church, as Replacement Theology believes. Next, the “fathers,” 
the Jew’s ancestors such as Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob, obviously belong to the nation of Israel, the 
Jews, through direct physical descendancy. 

Finally, the Messiah, which literally means “The Anointed One,” who is the personal, human, eternal 
king and savior of all sinful beings who demonstrate authentic belief in him and whom we know to be 
Jesus of Nazareth, is himself an Israelite. He is the unique and final Son of God (since all the Davidic 
kings held this title), being destined to eternal glory, the one through whom God fulfills His four covenants 
with the Jews as taught in the Torah of the Old Testament. It is also in the light of him that God directed 
the Jews to worship Him with their ceremonies and sacrifices, because he is the only basis for God’s 
fulfilling His promises to them and to all the ethnic groups of the world. As a result, Jesus the Messiah 
also can claim Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob as his forefathers. 

In addition, Jesus is “the one who is over all things,” because, according to the Davidic Covenant and 
his being the “Son of God” from the line of multiple Sons of God, starting with David and continuing 
through Solomon (cf. 2 Samuel 7; Psalms 2 & 89), he has the right within the creation to exercise the 
same authority over it as God the Father, who exists outside the creation. And Paul is so impressed with 
the majesty and magnificence of all the above information, especially that about Jesus as the eternal 
Messiah, that he proclaims a doxology, “May God be blessed into the ages! Amen!” Thus, I think that Paul 
is extolling God for not only what He is doing through and with the Messiah but also what He is doing 
through and with the Jews.  

So far in these three chapters of Romans 9-11, Paul has not said anything about God’s transferring 
the Old Testament promises for the Jews to the New Testament followers of Jesus, the church 
(Replacement Theology). Instead, I suggest, he is maintaining the status quo of the Abrahamic 
Covenant and upholding the teaching of the Old Testament as it stands when it is explicit that the Messiah 
comes from Israel, to gather the Jews back into the land that God mentions in Genesis 12:1-3, to free 
them from their earthly enemies, and to rule over them and the rest of the world in a restored Davidic 
Kingdom. Therefore, I think that it makes more sense to conclude that Paul is genuinely and truly amazed 
and awestruck by what God is continuing to do for and with the Jews by means of Jesus as the basis for 
this (Status Quo Theology)—in spite of their rejection of him as their Messiah. But let us see if I am right 
as we proceed through the rest of Romans 9-11. 

Next, Paul anticipates a question that probably even he had at one time, “If God has provided all 
these gifts to the Jews, why did they all not become followers of Jesus their Messiah?” The next 
paragraph of Romans 9:6-9 begins answering this question. 

 
ROMANS 9:6-9 

 
My Translation Greek NAS28 

9:6 But by no means has the message of God 
failed, because, all those who are from Israel, 
these are not Israel. 9:7 Nor is it that all children 
are the “seed” of Abraham, but  

 
in Isaac will your seed be named <Genesis 21:12>.  
 

9:8 That is, the children of the flesh, these are not 
children of God. But the children of the promise 
are considered as “seed.” 9:9 For this is the 
message of the promise,  

 
At this time I will come, and Sarah will have a 
son <Genesis 18:10,14>. 

 

Romans 9:6 Oujc oi–on de« ∞o¢ti ėkpe÷ptwken oJ 
lo/goß touv qeouv. ouj ga»r pa¿nteß oi̊ ėx ∆Israh\l 
ou∞toi ™∆Israh/l: 7 oujd’ o¢ti ei̇si«n spe÷rma 
∆Abraa»m pa¿nteß te÷kna, aÓll’:  

 
ėn ∆Isaa»k klhqh/setai÷ soi spe÷rma.  
 

8 touvt’ e¶stin, £ ouj ta» te÷kna thvß sarko\ß tauvta 
te÷kna touv qeouv aÓlla» ta» te÷kna thvß ėpaggeli÷aß 
logi÷zetai ei̇ß spe÷rma. 9 ėpaggeli÷aß ga»r oJ 
lo/goß ou∞toß:  
 

kata» to\n kairo\n touvton ėleu/somai  
kai« e¶stai thØv Sa¿rrâ ui̊o/ß. 

 

 
Here Paul states definitively that “the message of God” has not “failed” to bring about its intended 

result among the Jews. And the reason in v. 6 is that “all those who are from Israel, these are not Israel.” 
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It is as though Paul is saying, “Look at all that God gave the Jews and promised to them! And look at how 
most of them have rejected Him down through history, including most recently when they crucified their 
own Messiah, Jesus of Nazareth! Should we not say that God has failed miserably in doing what He said 
He was going to do with and for the Jews?!” Instead, Paul is declaring that God’s “message” has not 
“failed,” in spite of the fact that the most of the Jews did not become believers in Jesus during his first 
appearance. In line with what Paul wished for himself in v. 3, that he would prefer to be “assigned to 
destruction away from the Messiah on behalf of” his fellow Jews, he is establishing the point it is God’s 
own plan and purpose that only some Jews become authentic believers in God (and now in Jesus as the 
Messiah after he has appeared), while the rest of the Jews are “assigned to destruction away from the 
Messiah.” 

But what does he mean by “the message of God” that has not “failed?” I would suggest that it begins 
with His statements to Abraham in Genesis 12:1-3 where He makes two promises to him—1) that his 
physical descendants will eventually become the most powerful nation in human history and will live on 
the land of Israel, and 2) that Abraham and all those who emulate his genuine belief in God will be 
blessed with eternal life. As a result, Paul’s explanation of why the “message” of these promises has not 
“failed,” even though so few Jews have believed God, is that “all those who are from Israel, these are not 
Israel?” I think that he is saying that God sovereignly never intended for all the physical descendants of 
Jacob (whose name God changed to Israel) to receive the fulfillment of the promises that He made to 
their forefather, Jacob (and, by extrapolation, first to Abraham and then to Isaac). 

Paul could have in mind Replacement Theology, that the church, comprised of some Jews and 
some Gentiles who are all believers in Jesus as the Christ, replaces the Jewish people as Israel and 
thereby becomes the new Israel. Or he could be explaining Status Quo Theology and mean, as I just 
said, that God’s eternal plan was never that all the Jewish people become authentic believers and 
participate in being the “great nation” which He promised in Genesis 12:1-3. While all Jews are physical 
descendants of Jacob, not all of them acquire genuine faith in God that will permit them to participate in 
their own “great nation” on the land God promised them. I think that Paul goes on to argue this latter 
meaning. 

He says in v. 7, “Nor is that all children are the “seed” of Abraham.” Abraham had two children, first 
Ishmael whose mother was Hagar, his wife’s servant, and Isaac, whose mother was Sarah, his wife. Paul 
asserts that both of these sons cannot be considered the “seed” of Abraham, which is to say that only one 
of them was the descendant through whom God would fulfill His two promises. Paul makes clear that it is 
Isaac when he then quotes Genesis 21:12, “In Isaac will your seed be named.” The “seed” of Abraham 
was not Ishmael and his descendants, but Isaac and his descendants. Paul then indicates that this 
means the “children of the flesh…are not children of God.” Instead, it is “the children of the promise” who 
“are considered as ‘seed.’” 

Paul must mean that Ishmael and his descendants are “children of the flesh,” while the “children of 
the promise” are Isaac and his descendants. The latter rightly acquire the label “seed,” who are the 
“‘seed’ of Abraham” and the “children of God,” to whom He made the promises. And Paul knows this to be 
true because God said specifically to Abraham in Genesis 18:10 & 14, “At this time I will come, and Sarah 
will have a son.” Paul calls this divine statement “the message of the promise,” because, like God’s two 
promises to Abraham as I stated above, this additional declaration to Abraham is of the same nature. If 
God says that Sarah will give birth to a son the following year, then He is promising this to her with the 
same force of its being guaranteed—just like His promises to make Abraham’s physical descendants a 
“great nation” and to grant to Abraham and other believers eternal life. There will be no stopping of God in 
what He has said He is going to do. And I think that Paul is speaking within the context of Status Quo 
Theology, that God will fulfill His Abrahamic promises exactly as He stated them in Genesis 12:1-3. 

Therefore, Paul is arguing from the physical to the spiritual. God promised a physical son to Abraham, 
Isaac, so that not all his sons (such as Ishmael) are included in the promise and can be considered 
“children of God.” In other words, God did not promise Ishmael, Hagar’s son, to Abraham, and the result 
is that Ishmael is not one of the “children of God” like Isaac. But just as Ishmael as a physical descendant 
of Abraham is not included in this group, so also some of Jacob’s descendants are not included in the 
group “Israel.” They are “from Israel,” meaning that they are physical descendants of Jacob, but not all of 
them are “Israel” as complete spiritual descendants of Abraham. In order for a Jew to be a complete 
spiritual descendant of Abraham, he must have authentic belief in God and eventually the Messiah—like 
Paul. He is one who is “from Israel” and is a member of “Israel.” This contains a very important 
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ramification for how we view the Jews even today, which will become clearer after we consider the next 
paragraph of Romans 9:10-13. 

 
ROMANS 9:10-13 

 
My Translation Greek NAS28 

9:10 And not only this, but Rebekah also, 
after she had sexual relations with one man, Isaac 
our father—9:11 for even though they were 
neither born yet nor had done anything good or 
bad, in order that God’s purpose according to 
choice would continue, 9:12 not on the basis of 
actions but on the basis of Him who calls, it was 
said to her, 

 
The older will serve the younger <Genesis 25:23>, 
 

9:13 just as it has been written,  
 
I loved Jacob, but I hated Esau <Malachi 1:2,3>. 
 

Romans 9:10 Ouj mo/non de÷, aÓlla» kai« 
ÔRebe÷kka ėx e̊no\ß koi÷thn e¶cousa, ∆Isaa»k touv 
patro\ß hJmw◊n: 11 mh/pw ga»r gennhqe÷ntwn mhde« 
praxa¿ntwn ti aÓgaqo\n h£ ™fauvlon, iºna hJ kat’ 
ėklogh\n pro/qesiß touv qeouv me÷nhØ, 12 oujk ėx 
e¶rgwn aÓll’ ėk touv kalouvntoß, ėrre÷qh ∞aujthØv o¢ti 

  
oJ mei÷zwn douleu/sei tŵ◊ ėla¿ssoni,  
 

13 ™kaqw»ß ge÷graptai:  
 
to\n ∆Iakw»b hjga¿phsa,  

to\n de« ∆Hsauv ėmi÷shsa. 
 

 
 
Here is another handy analogy for Paul to use to make his point about Jacob’s physical descendants. 

In this case, Rebekah, who was Isaac’s wife, had two sons, Jacob and Esau. They had not yet been 
“born,” and they had not “done anything good or bad” that revealed their spiritual, moral, and inward 
condition. But God already had a plan for each of them that would be His “purpose according to choice.” 
The mechanism of God’s making a sovereign and independent choice in regard to each human being, 
whom He creates, that occurs long before they come into existence and do anything is what Paul is 
emphasizing here. Before Esau and Jacob became Esau and Jacob in real life in human history, God 
made a decision about their relationship with one another. In order that “God’s purpose according to 
choice would continue” to unfold in the lives of Esau and Jacob, and before Rebekah gave birth to them, 
He “said to her” in Genesis 25:23, “The older will serve the younger.” God meant that Esau’s being born 
first before his fraternal twin brother Jacob would not result in Esau’s maintaining the position of priority in 
the family so as to inherit the promises of God through Isaac. Instead, God fully intended to reverse the 
cultural norm and grant His promises to the second-born, Jacob. Again, Paul’s explanation does not lend 
itself to supporting Replacement Theology—that the Christian church replaces Jacob’s physical 
descendants as those who will rule over Esau’s physical descendants. It supports Status Quo Theology 
to this effect, when the people of Israel became the “great nation” of Genesis 12:1-3 and rule the world 
with their king, Jesus the Messiah. 

Paul says in v. 12 that the “basis” for this happening is not the “actions” of Esau and Jacob but God, 
“who calls” certain people into existence “according to [His!] choice,” so that they may participate as 
people of authentic belief in His bringing to completion His purposes and obtain His promises. He also 
quotes Malachi 1:2,3 that pertains to God’s chosen relationship with the two sons, “I loved Jacob, but I 
hated Esau.” I do not think that God is referring to His actual feelings towards these two men—as if He 
had a visceral, hatred of Esau while His feelings for Jacob were something like puppy love. Instead, He is 
saying that He was committed to bringing about the best possible outcome for Jacob and his physical 
descendants while He was not committed to doing so for Esau and his physical descendants. And we 
know that the best possible outcome for any sinful human being is to take part in the “great nation” of the 
people of Israel and to obtain eternal life.  

Therefore, Paul is using Esau and Jacob in the same manner as he used Ishmael and Isaac. Jacob is 
considered “the ‘seed’ of Abraham,” while Esau is not. The status of Jacob and his physical descendants 
is to be “children of God,” while the status of Esau and his descendants is to be merely “children of the 
flesh.” Jacob and his descendants are “children of the promise,” but Esau and his descendants (ethnically 
speaking) are physically outside the promises of God. In this way, Paul once more is arguing from the 
physical to the spiritual. In regard to his original statement in v. 6, “all those who are from Israel, these are 
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not Israel,” God has purposefully chosen to fulfill the Abrahamic promises to Jacob and his physical 
descendants, while He has also purposefully chosen to fulfill these same promises to only some of 
Jacob’s physical descendants and not to the rest. This is to say that Jacob’s physical descendants are the 
ethnic chosen people of God, while some of them are the spiritual chosen people of God. In addition, we 
can say that these whom I am labeling “some of Jacob’s physical descendants” are “Israel,” i.e., complete 
spiritual descendants of Abraham, who both physically descend from Jacob/Israel and spiritually 
demonstrate the same kind of belief in God as Abraham. 

If I am right about how Paul is presenting his explanation, then he is promoting Status Quo 
Theology and not Replacement Theology. And the important ramification of verses 6-13 is that we must 
always think of the Jews in two ways. The first is that they all are the “‘seed’ of Abraham” and “children of 
God” as the physical descendants of Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob. The second is that some of them are 
truly “Israel,” the complete spiritual descendants of Abraham to whom God will fulfill both His promises in 
Genesis 12:1-3—1) to become the most powerful nation in human history and 2) to enter into the eternal 
Kingdom of God. Consequently, God has made the promises to the entire nation of Israel who have the 
potential to enjoy their fulfillment. Yet, His “purpose according to choice” spiritually speaking is to bring 
about their fulfillment for only a sub-group of Jews, who down through history become authentic believers 
in Him like their patriarch Abraham. 

Having presented his argument that God has chosen some Jews to be like himself as authentic 
believers, Paul anticipates an objection which someone might make towards God. Thus, he states and 
answers the question starting in Romans 9:14-18. 

 
ROMANS 9:14-18 

 
My Translation Greek NAS28 

9:14 What, therefore, shall we say? There is 
no injustice with God, is there? Absolutely not! 
9:15 For He says to Moses,  

 
I will have mercy on whom I have mercy, and I 
will have compassion on whom I have compassion 
<Exodus 33:19>. 
 

9:16 Therefore then, it does not belong to the one 
who wills, nor to the one who exerts himself, but it 
belongs to God who performs mercy. 9:17 For the 
scripture says to Pharaoh,  

 
For this reason I raised you up, so that I could 
demonstrate My power by means of you and so 
that My name could be proclaimed in all the earth 
<Exodus 9:16>. 
 

9:18 Therefore then, He has mercy on whom He 
desires, and He hardens whom He desires. 

 

Romans 9:14 Ti÷ ou™n ėrouvmen; mh\ aÓdiki÷a 
para» tŵ◊ qeŵ◊; mh\ ge÷noito. 15 tŵ◊ Mwüsei√ ga»r 
le÷gei:  

 
ėleh/sw o§n a·n ėlew◊  

kai« oi̇ktirh/sw o§n a·n oi̇kti÷rw.  
 
16 a‡ra ou™n ouj touv qe÷lontoß oujde« touv 
tre÷contoß aÓlla» touv ™ėlew◊ntoß qeouv. 17 le÷gei 
ga»r hJ grafh\ tŵ◊ Faraw» o¢ti  
 

ei̇ß aujto\ touvto ėxh/geira¿ se o¢pwß 
ėndei÷xwmai ėn soi« th\n du/nami÷n mou  

kai« o¢pwß diaggelhØv to\ o¡noma¿ mou ėn 
pa¿shØ thØv ghØv.  

 
18 a‡ra ou™n o§n qe÷lei £ ėleei√, o§n de« qe÷lei 
sklhru/nei.  
 

 
Is it not both unjust and unfair for God to choose the entire group of Jews as the chosen people of 

God but to choose that only some of them be “Israel.” Is it not both unjust and unfair for God to label, on 
one level, all the physical descendants of Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob “children of God” (v. 8), while, on 
another level, He plans to make only some of them authentic believers, who will receive the fulfillment of 
His two promises to Abraham? Does it seem fair and right that some Jews will miss out on the blessings 
of the Abrahamic Covenant, and yet He calls the entire nation of Israel “children of the promise?” Yes, 
indeed, it does look like this to us! First, we do not label people one thing and then use the label 
differently in the future. For example, we would not label all those who live in the United States 
“Americans,” who have the potential to live freely and prosperously, and then say that some of them are 
not “Americans”? Or would we? Hmm… 
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Second, we human beings hardly grant to anyone something good without first taking into account 
their actions, which may or may not deserve the good thing. However, Paul says that this is not the case 
with Esau and Jacob, and by implication, with the Jews. Indeed, “Absolutely not!” God is not unfair or 
unjust to grant belief and the fulfillment of His promises to some Jews and not to others. His sovereign 
choice of which spiritual condition they acquire and its ramifications is not dependent on first evaluating 
their moral or spiritual behavior. And Paul begins his argument of this fact in v. 15 by quoting from Exodus 
33:19 when God “says to Moses, ‘I will have mercy on whom I have mercy, and I will have compassion on 
whom I have compassion.’” 

We could interpret God as saying that He grants mercy and compassion to those who deserve it 
because of their good actions. But, in the context of Exodus 33 and Romans 9, God and Paul respectively 
mean that God chooses the particular sinful human beings “on whom [He has] mercy” and “on whom [He 
has] compassion” on the basis of His independent sovereign plans and purposes—without taking into 
account any sinful human being’s actions. As Paul said in v. 11, God chooses to extend mercy and 
compassion by His “purpose according to choice,” by which he means in complete agreement with His 
intention to choose the individuals who receive His mercy and compassion without their deserving it or 
even fulfilling the necessary condition of believing in Him. 

This is why Paul goes on to say in v. 16 that “it does not belong to the one who wills, nor to the one 
who exerts himself.” To what is he referring by the word “it”? I think it is God’s having “mercy on whom [He 
has] mercy,” etc. In other words, God’s decision to be merciful to only certain sinful human beings is not 
based on people who “will” with their wills or who “exert” themselves with their choice-making 
mechanisms. Instead, Paul says that “it belongs to God who performs mercy.” The decision for God to 
extend forgiveness to sinful human beings is God’s possession alone. Human beings do not motivate 
God to grant them mercy by their choices and actions. Only God motivates God to do so by His 
autonomous and independent will. 

And, in v. 17, Paul provides good evidence for this perspective of the dynamic that exists between 
God and human beings by quoting His statement to the Egyptian Pharaoh in Exodus 9:16, “For this 
reason I raised you up, so that I could demonstrate My power by means of you and so that My name 
could be proclaimed in all the earth.” We might be tempted to interpret God as saying that, while Pharaoh 
was in the process of making himself king of Egypt, God took the opportunity to use his evil choices to 
reveal His power, character, and actions—so that Pharaoh’s choices were completely free and 
undetermined by God, while God’s choices were likewise completely free and undetermined by Pharaoh. 
Therefore, God sovereignly and independently chose to respond with His justice and power to Pharaoh, 
who independently chose to engage in doing evil. 

However, I think that this whole section of Romans 9-11 is teaching that not only were Pharaoh’s 
choices altogether determined by God, but also were and are and will be all the choices of all human 
beings throughout history. Likewise, God’s choices are never in any way determined or dependent on the 
choices of human beings. Ironically, this is all true while we human beings do not at all feel that God is 
determining our choices as Paul demonstrates in 9:2-3 when he laments that he has great sorrow in his 
heart and wished that he could trade places with his fellow Jews who are unbelieving and destined for 
God’s wrath and destruction if they do not change and become authentic believers in Jesus as the 
Messiah.  

Therefore, in v. 18, Paul states the logical conclusion explicitly that God “has mercy on whom He 
desires, and He hardens whom He desires.” Again, it is God’s will and not the human will that, in the end, 
determines whether sinful human beings receive God’s mercy when He changes their hearts, or they 
persistently demonstrate hearts that are stubborn and rebellious towards Him. This gives rise to another 
important question about God and His relationship with created, human beings, so that Paul asks this 
question and answers it in the next paragraph of Romans 9:19-24. 

 
ROMANS 9:19-24 

 
My Translation Greek NAS28 

9:19 You will say to me then, “Why does He 
still blame people for their evil, for who has ever 
resisted His will?” 9:20 On the contrary O man, 
who you are, the one who is defending himself 

Romans 9:19 ∆Erei√ß moi ou™n: ti÷ ∞[ou™n] e¶ti 
me÷mfetai; tŵ◊ ga»r boulh/mati aujtouv ti÷ß 
aÓnqe÷sthken; 20 ¡w° a‡nqrwpe, menouvnge⁄ su\ ti÷ß 
ei• oJ aÓntapokrino/menoß tŵ◊ qeŵ◊;  
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against God? The thing which is molded will not 
say to the molder,  

 
“Why did you make me like this,” will it <Isaiah 
29:16>? 
 

9:21 Does not the potter of the clay have the right 
to make from the same lump one clay pot for 
honor and another clay pot for dishonor? 

9:22 If God, while desiring to demonstrate His 
wrath and to make His power known, has endured 
with great patience clay pots of wrath which were 
made for a destiny of destruction, 9:23 then He 
has done so in order that He make known the 
riches of His glory on clay pots of mercy, which He 
prepared beforehand for a destiny of glory—9:24 
even us whom He called, not only from the Jews, 
but also from the Gentiles. 

 

mh\ ėrei√ to\ pla¿sma tŵ◊ pla¿santi:  
ti÷ me ™ėpoi÷hsaß ou¢twß;  

 
21 h£ oujk e¶cei ėxousi÷an oJ kerameu\ß touv phlouv 
ėk touv aujtouv fura¿matoß poihvsai o§ me«n ei̇ß 
timh\n skeuvoß o§ de« ei̇ß aÓtimi÷an;  

Romans 9:22 ei̇ de« qe÷lwn oJ qeo\ß ėndei÷xasqai 
th\n ojrgh\n kai« gnwri÷sai to\ dunato\n aujtouv  
∞h¡negken ėn pollhØv makroqumi÷â £ skeu/h ojrghvß 
kathrtisme÷na ei̇ß aÓpw¿leian, 23 ∞kai« iºna 
gnwri÷shØ to\n plouvton thvß  ™do/xhß aujtouv ėpi« 
skeu/h ėle÷ouß a± prohtoi÷masen ei̇ß do/xan; 24 
Ou§ß kai« ėka¿lesen hJma◊ß ouj mo/non ėx ∆Ioudai÷wn 
aÓlla» kai« ėx ėqnw◊n, 

 
We human beings naturally think that our choices are completely free from God, and, as such, we are 

accountable to God for them. However, Paul’s previous statements that God ultimately causes our 
choices should mean that we are not accountable to Him for them. Right?! How can God “still blame 
people for their evil,” when He, from His transcendent position, is creating their choices? (This implies a 
huge philosophical issue—that it is theologically impossible for anything and everything in the creation, 
including our human choices, to exist without God’s creating them. And this is exactly what Paul is 
addressing, albeit very briefly.)  

How can God “blame people for their evil, for who has ever resisted His will?” If someone puts a gun 
in my hand and forces me to pull the trigger so that I kill another human being, certainly I am not the one 
who actually shoots him. The person who caused me to pull the trigger made me do it. Therefore, he is 
accountable and to be blamed, not me. This line of reasoning is very logical and commonsensical. In the 
same way, we would think that, if God puts my choices in my mind and will so that He causes me to 
choose them, does not the same logic apply? I am not to blame for my choices. He is—it would seem. 

But Paul offers a different answer in v. 20, “On the contrary O man, who are you, the one who is 
defending himself against God?” Depending on how this question is translated from the Greek text, it can 
sound as though Paul is rebuking anyone simply for asking, “God, how can you hold me accountable for 
my choices if You are the one who is primarily causing them?” In other words, who has the right to object 
to what God is doing and how He does it, so that it is evil even to ask the question? However, another 
way to interpret Paul is to hear him saying that he wants us human beings to consider carefully exactly 
“who [we] are” as creatures of God in the midst of our “defending” ourselves “against” Him. Paul goes on 
to claim that each one of us is a “thing which is molded,” while God is “the molder.” He wants us to 
imagine what it would be like for a lump of clay on a potter’s wheel all of a sudden to speak to the potter 
and ask indignantly, “Why did you make me like this?” The wheel is turning with the clay in the middle, 
and the potter with his hands is shaping it exactly how he wants. And suddenly the clay cries out and 
objects to how the potter is forming it. Does this make sense, that the clay should speak and has the right 
to question the potter who is making it into what he wants? Obviously not. Consequently, Paul’s point is 
that it is completely irrational and inappropriate for a lump of clay to address its potter in this manner. 

Likewise, it makes no sense that we would address the same kind of question to God, “Why did you 
make me like Esau, to whom You are not committed to fulfill Your promises to Abraham, instead of like 
Jacob, to whom You are committed to fulfill these promises?” On one level, our existential level as human 
beings, we naturally think that we have the right to determine completely what choices we make and 
exactly what kind of person we choose to be, so that no one else has the right or authority to tell us what 
to think, feel, or do. Nevertheless, there is another level of reality that it is at work in our existences as 
human beings and that is completely different. This is the level of the sovereign God, who is the 
uncreated and transcendent author of all the created reality. And Paul likens Him to a potter and us to a 
lump of clay on His potter’s wheel. And what do we naturally grant the potter who is shaping the clay on 
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his wheel? The absolute right to mold it exactly as he desires. Therefore, the analogy is that God has the 
transcendent right to make us the kind of human beings that He wants—either to be like Esau and 
Pharaoh, who may end up persistent rebels against God and who experience His wrath and destruction, 
or to be like Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob, who end up (like Paul) believing in God and enjoying the 
fulfillment of His two promises. 

As a result, Paul says next in v. 21, “Does not the potter of the clay have the right to make from the 
same lump one clay pot for honor and another clay pot for dishonor?” How can we say, “No”? It would not 
make any sense to do so. Of course, the potter of the clay, just as the author of a book (to offer another 
analogy), shapes the clay and writes his story exactly as he chooses. He is the shaper of the clay and 
writer of the story outside the clay and the story and to whom we all naturally and logically acknowledge 
the power, authority, right, and prerogative to do exactly as he deems correct and appropriate to 
accomplish his own purposes. Plus, we naturally allow the author of a novel to hold accountable for their 
choices the characters whom he creates within his story while he is in the process of telling it. Likewise, it 
is entirely logical and reasonable to allow God to blame people for their evil choices even though He 
shapes and causes them, because He exists outside the creation on the only uncreated level of reality, 
while we are characters inside the creation in His story and exist strictly on a created level of reality. 

In accord with these commonsensical notions (as difficult as they may be for us to accept regarding 
God and us), Paul then begins the next paragraph, “If God, while desiring to demonstrate His wrath and 
to make His power known, has endured with great patience clay pots of wrath, which were made for a 
destiny of destruction,…” Certainly, we are encountering some tough theology to swallow. Paul is saying 
that God has made some sinful human beings with the express purpose of being angry with them at the 
final judgment, which, in turn, will result in His destroying them for all eternity. Plus, God will do this 
because He wants to show off His character and appropriate response of justice and punishment to evil 
and sin. Indeed, He will be angry with those sinners who persist in being like Pharaoh and rebel against 
Him, and He will condemn them and assign them to eternal destruction—because this is what they 
deserve (in spite of the fact that it was God who molded and shaped them and caused them to be this 
kind of clay pots!). 

Paul then expands the logic of these statements to say that, while God has created certain human 
beings to destroy them eternally, it is “in order that He make known the riches of His glory on clay pots for 
mercy, which He prepared beforehand for a destiny of glory.” Abraham, Isaac, Jacob, and Paul are the 
kind of “clay plots” who will receive God’s eternal “mercy,” and this is exactly what God purposed so that 
“He prepared” and shaped them on His potter’s wheel to be sinful human beings of authentic belief. 
Therefore, they satisfy the condition necessary to take part in the “great nation” of earthly Israel and 
eternal life in the Kingdom of God. With these “clay pots,” God will “make known the riches of His glory,” 
the magnificence of His forgiveness and gift of moral perfection and life that will go on forever just as God 
goes on forever into the future—having come from forever in the past. 

Then Paul adds an additional explanation of the dynamic between God and sinful human beings, that 
He has “called” some of them to a “destiny of glory” in eternal life. He means that God actively works 
upon them and within them to change them into sinners who believe in Him and genuinely want His 
mercy and gift of eternal life. Besides, these particular human beings are “not only from the Jews, but also 
from the Gentiles.” While the entire nation of Israel and descendants of Jacob are a special ethnic group 
in and of themselves, God has prepared and purposed that some of them within this group and some 
people within all the other ethnic groups in the world be “clay pots of mercy.” These sub-groups of 
authentic believers from both the Jews and the Gentiles will experience God’s fulfilling His promises to 
Abraham in Genesis 12:1-3. As a result, they will see the “great nation” of Israel on this earth and enjoy 
eternal life on the next earth as described in Revelation 20-22. 

Paul has thus explained in vs. 19-24 that God is the potter of each one of us, His clay pots, meaning 
also that He is the author of the characters whom He has written into the story of the creation and human 
history. The result of God’s being our potter and author is that He sovereignly determines our choices, 
while also rightly holding us accountable for them. In addition, God has “called” both some Jews and 
some Gentiles to acquire the “glory” of the fulfillment of His promises to Abraham. Because these ideas fit 
with either Replacement Theology or Status Quo Theology, we cannot tell from them alone which 
exactly is Paul’s understanding. I have been suggesting that the latter is correct up to this point in 
Romans 9, and we will see if this holds true through the rest of the three chapters. For example, Paul now 
provides further evidence for the potter and clay (author and character) dynamic in Romans 9:25-29 with 
three quotes from Old Testament prophets.  
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ROMANS 9:25-29 

 
My Translation Greek NAS28 

9:25 This is similar to what He says in Hosea,  
 
I shall call those who are not My people 
“My people” and her who is not beloved 
“beloved,” 9:26 and it shall be in the 
place where it was said to them, “You are 
not My people,” there they shall be 
designated “sons of the living God” 
<Hosea 2:23;1:10>. 
 

9:27 And Isaiah cries out concerning Israel,  
 
Even though the number of the sons of 
Israel will be as the sand of the sea, the 
remnant will be saved, 9:28 for soon 
Yahweh will execute His determined plan 
completely on the land <Isaiah 10:22,23>. 
 

9:29 And just as Isaiah foretold,  
 
Unless Yahweh of battalions had left behind a 
‘seed’ for us, we would have become as Sodom 
and we would be like Gomorrah <Isaiah 1:9>. 
 

25 wß kai« ∞ėn tŵ◊ ÔWshe« le÷gei: 
 

kale÷sw to\n ouj lao/n mou lao/n mou 
kai« th\n oujk hjgaphme÷nhn hjgaphme÷nhn: 

26 kai« e¶stai ėn tŵ◊ to/pŵ ™ou∞ ¡ėrre÷qh 
aujtoi√ß⁄: 

ouj lao/ß mou ∞uJmei√ß, 
ėkei√ klhqh/sontai ui̊oi« qeouv zw◊ntoß. 
 

27 ∆HsaiŒaß de« kra¿zei uJpe«r touv ∆Israh/l: 
 

ėa»n hØ™ oJ aÓriqmo\ß tw◊n ui̊w◊n ∆Israh\l wß hJ 
a‡mmoß thvß qala¿sshß, 

to\ ™uJpo/leimma swqh/setai: 
28 lo/gon ga»r suntelw◊n kai« sunte÷mnwn £ 

poih/sei ku/rioß ėpi« thvß ghvß. 
 

29 kai« kaqw»ß proei÷rhken ∆HsaiŒaß: 
 

ei̇ mh\ ku/rioß sabaw»q ėgkate÷lipen hJmi√n 
spe÷rma, 

wß So/doma a·n ėgenh/qhmen kai« wß 
Go/morra a·n wmoiw¿qhmen. 

 

 
Paul has described how God creates two kinds of human beings—like a potter shaping his clay (or 

like an author who writes characters into his story). Some sinful human beings will justifiably incur God’s 
wrath, condemnation, and eternal destruction, and some will experience His grace, mercy, and gift of 
eternal life—with the latter coming from both the Jews and the Gentiles, because they are “called” by God 
from the entire human race. In v. 25, he says that this is “similar to what [God] says in Hosea” during the 
8th century B.C. Through this prophet, God told the Jews that He would eventually “call those who are not 
My people ‘My people’ and her who is not beloved ‘beloved.’” Is God perhaps saying that He is going to 
“call” Gentiles, who are not technically His chosen people, into the arena of “My [His] people” by causing 
them to demonstrate authentic belief in Him so that they replace Israel—in line with Replacement 
Theology? This is certainly plausible given the language. But I think that the context of Hosea 2:23 points 
to His speaking of the Jews. Most of the nation of Israel in both the northern Kingdom of Israel and the 
southern Kingdom of Judah have been stubborn of heart and rebelling against God around 740 B.C. As a 
result, they have been acting like pagan Gentiles as if they are not His chosen people. Nevertheless, God 
declares to them that, at some time in Israel’s future, He will “call” the Jews to repentance and change 
their hearts so that they will all truly be His “people” of genuine faith and obedience. 

I think that God through Hosea is speaking of that miraculous moment when Jesus returns and Israel 
as an entire nation acquire circumcised hearts and live on the land of Israel under his rule. This is another 
case of God’s predicting that a sub-group of Jews will finally fulfill the requirement that He has placed 
upon them to be the “Israel” of Romans 9:6, as He has always wanted them to be. They will each 
demonstrate authentic belief from a heart which God has changed. But we notice that Paul quotes this 
Old Testament passage about the Jews just after stating that God makes “known the riches of His glory of 
clay pots of mercy,…—even us whom He called, not only from the Jews, but also from the Gentiles.” 
Therefore, even though God is referring to the Jews in Hosea 2:23, is Paul saying that this passage is 
about both Jews and Gentiles? Or is Paul teaching Replacement Theology, that the church is the new 
Israel, so that it is legitimate to change the interpretation of Hosea 2:23 and understand it to be referring 
to Christians after Jesus’ first appearance instead of to the nation of Israel? I do not think that either 
option is correct. Instead, I suggest that Paul is committed to Status Quo Theology just as much as God 
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is, so that he is quoting Hosea about the Jews to make the point that God changes both Jews and 
Gentiles who have had unchanged hearts and gives them changed hearts of authentic belief. In other 
words, similar to Romans 9:6-13, Paul is arguing from the physical Jews to the spiritual Jews and 
Gentiles.  

The people of Israel are God’s chosen ethnic group, but it is only some of them to whom He grants 
authentic belief leading to their being the “great nation” and obtaining eternal salvation. The peoples of 
the Gentiles are not God’s chosen ethnic groups, and it is only some of them, too, to whom God grants 
authentic belief and participation in the “great nation" of Israel and eternal salvation. Paul is therefore 
saying that, while God’s “mercy” is true of the individual Jews who are “called” to “a destiny of glory,” it is 
also true of the individual Gentiles who are “called” to the same eternal destiny. Therefore, the situation 
will be “similar” to what God is predicting through Hosea. As I said, in this way, Paul is arguing from the 
individual, physical descendants of Jacob, who become spiritual descendants of Abraham, to also the 
individual, physical Gentiles, who become spiritual descendants of Abraham. In this manner, God 
maintains the status quo of the Abrahamic Covenant.  

Next, in vs. 27-28, Paul quotes Isaiah 10:22-23, and I think that it is to the same effect. Paul explicitly 
says, “And Isaiah cries out concerning Israel,” that the “remnant” of Jews “will be saved” from their earthly 
enemies and from God’s eternal condemnation “even though the number of the sons of Israel [Jacob] will 
be as the sand of the sea.” Jacob’s physical descendants will be so numerous as to be practically 
immeasurable. Yet, God will rescue some of them and make them the “great nation” of His Abrahamic 
promise, freeing them from the oppression of their earthly enemies and from His eternal judgment. 
Indeed, Isaiah states that “soon Yahweh will execute His determined plan completely on the land.” I think 
that the “soon” in this verse means “forthwith,” i.e., as soon as God is ready. And this will be exactly when 
He has planned to fulfill His promise and make the nation of Israel rule the earth with Jesus the Messiah’s 
ruling them as they together rule the earth. 

And the third quote is also from Isaiah, where the prophet predicts the opposite experience of Sodom 
and Gomorrah for the nation of Israel. Instead of complete destruction, Israel will find themselves in a 
situation of complete safety, security, and prosperity on the land of Israel. And this will be because God 
has “left behind a ‘seed’ for us,” which is for the Jews. Throughout history, God has judged and disciplined 
the Jews, even rather harshly, so that it looks as though they might almost disappear from the earth. 
However, God has always made sure that this does not happen. And the result is that He will inwardly 
transform a sub-group of the entire ethnic group of Israel into a people who fulfill the condition to be the 
“great nation” of His promise. The “seed” of Jews will eventually be a whole nation exhibiting genuine 
belief and obedience, while also living on the land which God promised them through Abraham, and 
worshiping God with their changed hearts as He has always required of them. Like the other two 
passages from Hosea and Isaiah, I think that this will ultimately happen when Jesus returns and finally 
becomes their Messiah, king, and priest. As Zacharias says in Luke 1:77, the messianic nation of Israel 
will embrace “the knowledge of salvation by the forgiveness of their sins” through Jesus’ death, 
resurrection, ascension, and return. And just as God preserves a “remnant” of Jews whom He calls to 
lives authentic faith, He also calls a sub-group of Gentiles to the same kind of life and eternal destiny. 

Again, Paul is declaring that the dynamic of God’s purpose, choice, calling, and granting the destiny 
of eternal life is always the same for all those who gain the fulfillment of His promises to Abraham in 
Genesis 12:1-3. In the final analysis and in regard to sinful human beings’ acquiring the fulfillment of 
God’s promises, He does not employ a mechanism towards Jews that is any different from His 
mechanism towards Gentiles. He supernaturally changes their inwardness, so that they become genuine 
in their belief and obedience to Him—and now also to Jesus as the Messiah. Consequently, to argue from 
the physical Jewish descendants to spiritual Jewish descendants works also as a good argument for 
God’s working among the other ethnic groups of physical Gentiles and causing some of them to become 
spiritual descendants of Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob. This is why Paul says God’s calling both Jews and 
Gentiles to “a destiny of glory” (cf. vs. 23-24) is “similar” (hos (wß)) to His calling Jews from the nation of 
Israel to the same destiny, as stated in Hosea and Isaiah. 

Therefore, Paul is continuing to uphold the Status Quo Theology of the Abrahamic Covenant, and 
he continues to speak of this in the next paragraphs of Romans 9:20-10:3. 
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ROMANS 9:10-10:3 
 

My Translation Greek NAS28 
9:30 Therefore, what shall we say? That the 

Gentiles, who were not looking for justification, 
laid hold of justification, and this is the justification 
which is by virtue of belief. 9:31 But Israel, while 
striving after the Covenant of justification, did not 
arrive at the Covenant. 9:32 Why not? Because 
they did not pursue justification by belief but as 
though they could obtain it by works. They 
stumbled over the stumbling stone, 9:33 just as it 
was written,  

 
Behold, I lay in Zion a stumbling stone 
and an offensive rock, and he who 
believes in it will not become ashamed 
<Isaiah 8:14; 28:16>. 
 
10:1 Brothers, my heart’s desire and my 

appeal to God on their behalf is for their salvation. 
10:2 I attest that they have a zeal for God, but it is 
not according to a proper understanding. 10:3 
Because they do not really grasp God’s 
justification and seek to establish their own 
justification, they do not submit to God’s 
justification. 

 

Romans 9:30 Ti÷ ou™n ėrouvmen; o¢ti e¶qnh ta» mh\ 
diw¿konta dikaiosu/nhn kate÷laben £ 
dikaiosu/nhn, dikaiosu/nhn de« th\n ėk pi÷stewß, 
31 ∆Israh\l de« diw¿kwn no/mon dikaiosu/nhß ¡ei̇ß 
no/mon⁄ oujk e¶fqasen. 32 dia» ti÷; o¢ti oujk ėk 
pi÷stewß aÓll’ wß ėx e¶rgwn £: prose÷koyan tŵ◊ 
li÷qŵ touv prosko/mmatoß, 33 kaqw»ß ge÷graptai: 

 
i̇dou\ ti÷qhmi ėn Siw»n li÷qon prosko/mmatoß 
kai« pe÷tran skanda¿lou, 

kai« £ oJ pisteu/wn ėp’ aujtŵ◊ ouj 
™kataiscunqh/setai. 
 

Romans 10:1 ∆Adelfoi÷, hJ me«n eujdoki÷a thvß 
ėmhvß kardi÷aß kai« hJ de÷hsiß pro\ß to\n qeo\n uJpe«r 
™aujtw◊n ei̇ß swthri÷an. 2 marturw◊ ga»r aujtoi√ß 
o¢ti zhvlon qeouv e¶cousin aÓll’ ouj kat’ ėpi÷gnwsin: 
3 aÓgnoouvnteß ga»r th\n touv qeouv dikaiosu/nhn 
kai« th\n i̇di÷an ∞[dikaiosu/nhn] zhtouvnteß 
sthvsai, thØv dikaiosu/nhØ touv qeouv oujc 
uJpeta¿ghsan. 

 

 
Now that Paul has argued from three Old Testament passages the similarity of certain Jews’ and 

certain Gentiles’ becoming authentic in their faith and obedience to God on the basis of His gracious 
choice, while all other Jews and Gentiles remain unbelieving and disobedient (also on the basis of God’s 
sovereign purpose and plan), he again expresses his sadness about the condition of most of “Israel.” In 
9:6, with this word he meant spiritual Israel, the Jews who acquire God’s grace and authentic faith. Here, 
he means the physical, unbelieving Israel, the Jews who continue to rebel against God and who lack 
authentic faith. Paul begins by asking the rhetorical question, “Therefore, what shall we say?” And he is 
referring to the fact that God has “called” Gentiles to salvation and to eternal salvation, while causing 
Jews, who are His chosen ethnic people, to be allotted to eternal destruction. 

Paul answers this question in v. 30 by explaining in more detail what has happened to both Gentiles 
and Jews. On the one hand, Gentiles “were not looking for justification,” and yet they have “laid hold of 
justification?” And how have they done so? By “virtue of belief.” For example, the Gentile Christians in 
Rome to whom Paul is writing. Were they traveling the far reaches of the empire desperately searching 
for the God of the Jews and Jesus as the Messiah? Not at all. Most likely, they were quite content in their 
existences as pagan idolators, while assuming that they would persist in this religion for the rest of their 
lives. Then, all of a sudden, someone came along (we do not know who this person was) and talked to 
them about the good news of Jesus as the Jewish Messiah. And remarkably, indeed miraculously, God 
changed their hearts, and they believed the message which they were hearing. As a result, they acquired 
a standing before God of “justification” that will eventually lead to eternal salvation. 

However, Paul says in v. 31 that “Israel,” i.e., the Jewish nation for the most part, have been “striving 
after the Covenant of justification,” but they “did not arrive at the Covenant.” This is a key notion about the 
Mosaic Covenant. It seems that most Christians believe there is a radical distinction between the Mosaic 
Covenant (of Moses, obviously) and the New Covenant (of Jesus), that it is theologically possible to 
become acceptable, justified, and eternally saved by following only the latter. However, I think that Paul is 
affirming here that a Jew can acquire “justification” before God by properly obeying the Mosaic Covenant. 
And how are they able to do so? According to Deuteronomy 10:16 and 30:1-10, by God’s circumcising 
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their hearts, so that they pursue performing all 613 commandments with changed hearts and humble 
repentance and belief. 

Yet, the people of Israel in Paul’s day were “striving” to obey this covenant without doing so in the 
manner in which God required for them to acquire “justification.” And why were they not achieving 
“justification” before God as they sought to obey the Mosaic Covenant? “Because,” Paul says in v. 32, 
“they did not pursue [it] by belief,” which is to say that they did not have changed hearts by which they 
were believing God authentically for the truth which He conveyed to them through the Mosaic Covenant. 
Instead, they thought that “they could obtain it by works.” Their lack of changed inwardness kept them in 
their sinfulness to the degree that they thought that they could make themselves worthy of “justification” 
and the rest of God’s promises simply by obeying the commandments of the Mosaic Covenant outwardly 
and by means of their own human (sinful!) ability and resources. 

This meant, Paul says, that they “stumbled over the stumbling stone,” which God expressed in Isaiah 
8:14 and 28:16, “Behold I lay in Zion a stumbling stone and an offensive rock, and he who believes in it 
will not become ashamed.” I suggest that in the context of Isaiah 8 and 28, the “stumbling stone” in 
Jerusalem is God’s grace and sovereign initiative to make the Jews a people who satisfy His condition for 
salvation and for receiving His promises. It is God, as the transcendent author of the story, who causes 
people by His grace to become changed in their hearts and who believe in Him genuinely. But if the Jews 
stumble over this stone of God’s grace, both by not seeing their sin accurately and by not recognizing the 
significance of God’s purpose and plan to extend mercy to them on the basis of His own gracious choice, 
then they can labor all they want to obey the Mosaic Covenant and never obtain what they hope to 
receive—“justification” and the fulfillment of His promises.  

Because this is the situation for most of the Jews in his day, Paul is lamenting (again) to his fellow 
Christians, who are Gentiles in Rome, “Brothers, my heart’s desire and my appeal to God on their behalf 
is for their salvation.” As he said at the beginning of chapter 9, he has a profound ache in his heart for his 
fellow-countrymen, the Jews, to become authentic believers in God and in Jesus as their Messiah. He 
wants them to obtain the same salvation from God’s wrath and destruction that he has found. Paul admits 
that the Jews, such as those in leadership in Jerusalem, who rejected Jesus as the Messiah and 
persuaded the Romans to crucify him, “have a zeal for God.” They are definitely studying their Old 
Testaments, the Mosaic Covenant, and the teachings of their key recent theologians, so that they are 
engaging every fiber of their beings, their hearts and souls, into obeying God and what He has taught the 
Jews in His scriptures. Consequently, no one can deny that they are committed and serious about their 
attempts to please God by following His commandments. Nevertheless, all this effort and activity “is not 
according to a proper understanding.”  

Pauls says that the Jews “do not really grasp God’s justification,” which means that they have not 
comprehended the humanly insoluble depth of their sin. They do not understand that it is impossible for 
them to please God in and of themselves and apart from His sovereign, gracious work within them. As a 
result of their tragic misunderstanding, they “seek to establish their own justification” based on their 
religious “works” of performing the commandments of the Mosaic Covenant.” Thus, “they do not submit to 
God’s justification” of the necessity of first His changing their hearts by His grace and then their 
demonstrating authentic belief in Him and in Jesus as the Messiah—while also pursuing obedience to the 
Mosaic Covenant as their national obligation as Jews. 

Is Paul expressing Replacement Theology—that the relatively few Jewish Christians and the 
proportionately many Gentile Christians have replaced Old Testament Israel, because the latter have 
forfeited their right to the Abrahamic promises by attempting to gain God’s acceptance and blessing 
through their “works” of the Mosaic Covenant and their rejection of Jesus the Messiah that comes from 
their sin and unbelief? It would certainly seem that this is the case. But, in Romans 10:4-13, Paul goes on 
to explain more carefully God’s purpose for the Mosaic Covenant in His relationship with the nation of 
Israel and how this purpose pertains to becoming a follower of Jesus. 

 
ROMANS 10:4-13 

 
My Translation Greek NAS28 

10:4 For the goal of the Covenant is the 
Messiah with the result of justification to everyone 
who believes. 10:5 For Moses writes concerning 

Romans 10:4 te÷loß ga»r no/mou Cristo\ß ei̇ß 
dikaiosu/nhn panti« tŵ◊ pisteu/onti. 5 Mwüshvß 
ga»r gra¿fei ¡th\n dikaiosu/nhn th\n ėk [touv] 
no/mou o¢ti⁄ 
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justification that is by virtue of the Mosaic 
Covenant,  

 
The man who practices the things shall 
live by means of them <Leviticus 18:5>. 
 

10:6 And justification by virtue of belief speaks in 
this manner,  

 
Do not say in your heart <Deuteronomy 9:4>, 
“Who will ascend into heaven 
<Deuteronomy 30:12>?”  

 
This is to bring the Messiah down. 10:7 Or, 

 
“Who will descend into the abyss <similar 
to Deuteronomy 30:13>?” 

 
This is to bring the Messiah up from the dead. 
10:8 Rather, what does it say?   

 
The message is near you, in your mouth 
and in your heart <Deuteronomy 30:14>.  

 
This is the message of belief, which we are 

proclaiming, 10:9 because, if you confess with 
your mouth the Lord Jesus and you believe in 
your heart that God raised him from the dead, you 
will be saved. 10:10 With the heart a person 
believes with the result of justification, and with 
the mouth he confesses with the result of 
salvation. 10:11 For the scripture says, 

 
Everyone who believes in it will not 
become ashamed <Isaiah 28:16>. 
 

10:12 For there is no distinction between 
Jew and Greek, for the same person is 
Lord of all, because He is rich towards all 
who call upon Him.  

 
10:13 For everyone who calls on the name of the 
Lord will be saved <Joel 2:32>. 
 

  
oJ poih/saß ∞aujta» ∞1a‡nqrwpoß zh/setai ėn 
™aujtoi√ß. 
  

6 hJ de« ėk pi÷stewß dikaiosu/nh ou¢twß le÷gei: 
  

mh\ ei¶phØß ėn thØv kardi÷â sou: ti÷ß 
aÓnabh/setai ei̇ß to\n oujrano/n; 
  

touvt’ e¶stin Cristo\n katagagei√n: 7 h¡: 
  

ti÷ß katabh/setai ei̇ß th\n a‡busson; 
  

touvt’ e¶stin Cristo\n ėk nekrw◊n aÓnagagei√n. 8 
aÓlla» ti÷ ™le÷gei; 
  

ėggu/ß sou to\ rJhvma¿ ėstin ėn tŵ◊ sto/mati÷ 
sou kai« ėn thØv kardi÷â sou, 
  

touvt’ e¶stin to\ rJhvma thvß pi÷stewß o§ khru/ssomen. 
9 o¢ti ėa»n oJmologh/shØß ¡ėn tŵ◊ sto/mati÷ sou 
ku/rion ∆Ihsouvn⁄ kai« pisteu/shØß ėn thØv kardi÷â 
sou o¢ti oJ qeo\ß aujto\n h¡geiren ėk nekrw◊n, 
swqh/shØ: 10 kardi÷â ga»r pisteu/etai ei̇ß 
dikaiosu/nhn, sto/mati de« oJmologei√tai ei̇ß 
swthri÷an. 11 le÷gei ga»r hJ grafh/: 
  

pa◊ß oJ pisteu/wn ėp’ aujtŵ◊ ouj 
kataiscunqh/setai. 
  

12 ouj ga¿r ėstin diastolh\ ∆Ioudai÷ou te kai« 
›Ellhnoß, oJ ga»r aujto\ß ku/rioß pa¿ntwn, 
ploutw◊n ei̇ß pa¿ntaß tou\ß ėpikaloume÷nouß 
aujto/n: 
  

13 pa◊ß ga»r o§ß a·n ėpikale÷shtai to\ o¡noma 
kuri÷ou swqh/setai. 

 

 
There are at least two ways to translate Romans 10:4— 
 

1) “For the Messiah is the end of the Covenant for righteousness to everyone who believes.” 
 
2) “For the goal of the Covenant is the Messiah with the result of justification to everyone who 

believes.” 
 
The first translation, common in many English Bibles, makes it sound as though Jesus, with the New 

Covenant, brings a complete end to the Mosaic Covenant, so that the Jews should no longer concern 
themselves with it at all. Indeed, some Christians go so far as to claim that any Jew who seeks to follow 
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the Mosaic Covenant in grossly sinning against God, because this constitutes an abject denial of Jesus 
as the Messiah—even if the person believes in Jesus as the Messiah. But I do not think that option #1 is 
coherent with what Paul goes on to say in v. 5 when he quotes Leviticus 18:5, “The man who practices 
the things shall live by means of them.” And Paul says that Moses writes this statement “concerning 
justification that is by virtue of the Mosaic Covenant.” In other words, Moses is presenting the important 
truth that actually performing “the things” of the Covenant, which are the instructions of the Mosaic 
Covenant, brings life (and eventually eternal life) to the Jew who does so. But what kind of performing or 
practicing are both Moses and Paul talking about? I think that it is exactly the same one that the New 
Testament requires of Christians who obey the good news of Jesus as the Messiah. The proper and life-
bringing practice of either the Mosaic Covenant or the New Covenant is that which comes from a 
changed heart and authentic belief in God. 

Therefore, if a Jew obeys the Mosaic Covenant in this biblical manner, Paul says that he will 
recognize that “the goal of the Covenant is the Messiah with the result of justification to everyone who 
believes.” The changed-heart Jew is the one who understands that bringing sacrifices and offerings of 
bulls and goats to God does not result in His complete and eternal forgiveness. Instead, these animal 
sacrifices only point to something (or someone) else whose sacrifice accomplishes this vital response 
from God. Sacrificing and offering animals to God is merely a picture of another more important and 
necessary sacrifice—that of the Messiah. Nevertheless, before Jesus arrived and became this 
indispensable offering to God when he died on the cross, the Jews in Old Testament times who exhibited 
authentic belief in God, while they were genuinely committed to following the Mosaic Covenant, achieved 
“justification” in anticipation of a better sacrifice than their bulls, goats, pigeons, etc. 

Paul then goes on to explain, starting in 10:6, “And justification by virtue of belief speaks in this 
manner, ‘Do not say in your heart, “Who will ascend into heaven?”’ This is to bring the Messiah down.” 
Here and through v. 9, he quotes from Deuteronomy 9:4 and Deuteronomy 30:12-14 where Moses 
encourages the Israelites individually (“you” is singular in both passages) not to go in the direction of their 
natural, sinful inclinations, which is to think that their consistent, outward practice of God’s instructions in 
the Mosaic Covenant is what pleases Him. They will tend to believe that performing the religious rituals 
and ceremonies that God prescribes in the Covenant will make them worthy of His promises and 
blessings. 

Here are both passages as Moses writes them, 
 
Deuteronomy 9:4 “Do not say in your heart when Yahweh your God has driven them out before you, 

‘Because of my righteousness Yahweh has brought me in to possess this land,’ but it is because 
of the wickedness of these nations that Yahweh is dispossessing them before you.” 

 
Deuteronomy 30:11 “For this commandment which I command you today is not too difficult for you, 

nor is it out of reach. 12 It is not in heaven, that you should say, ‘Who will go up to heaven for us 
to get it for us and make us hear it, that we may observe it?’ 13 Nor is it beyond the sea, that you 
should say, ‘Who will cross the sea for us to get it for us and make us hear it, that we may 
observe it?’ 14 But the word is very near you, in your mouth and in your heart, that you may 
observe it.” 

 
In the first passage, Moses wants each Israelite to realize that his righteous behavior God is not 

making himself and his fellow Jews worthy of the land which God is giving to them. Instead, the evil 
practices of its indigenous peoples, the Canaanites, has reached the point where God desires to do away 
with them and replace them with the Israelites. In the second passage, Moses is teaching the people of 
Israel to realize that obeying the Mosaic Covenant, all 613 of its commandments, is not impossible for 
sinful human beings like them. Instead, it is a matter of their hearts, of their changed hearts that is most 
important that will then lead to their demonstrating authentic belief in God and pursuing genuine 
obedience to Him under the covenant. 

Paul wants to communicate the same things regarding his contemporary fellow-Jews and starts by 
quoting the first part of Deuteronomy 9:4, “Do not say in your heart.” Just as Moses encouraged each 
individual Israelite not to have the wrong impression of himself, neither does Paul want any one of his 
fellow Jews to think more highly of himself and to conclude that he deserves the Messiah because his 
righteous behavior under the Mosaic Covenant. The Old Testament Israelites were sinful just like the 
Canaanites, and the New Testament Jews are just as sinful as the Gentiles in the Roman Empire. 
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Then, Paul continues with a question the individual Jew may ask, “Who will ascend into heaven?” And 
he interprets the question, “This is to bring the Messiah down.” Thus, Paul adds the Jew’s concern that it 
simply may be too much to expect the Messiah to appear, even while he works hard to deserve him 
through his obedience to the Mosaic Covenant. Similarly, he goes on to paraphrase the next verse in 
Deuteronomy, “Who will descend into abyss?” And he interprets this, “This is to bring the Messiah up from 
the dead.” Can the Jew do something, such as his outward, religious obedience to the Mosaic Covenant, 
to make the Messiah come up from the dead and act on his behalf and on behalf of the entire nation of 
Israel, so that he destroys their earthly enemies and establishes them in prosperity and safety on the land 
of Israel? 

This latter question by a Jew is different from the actual words of Moses in Deuteronomy 30:13, but 
Paul borrows his point to make a more important point—that not only has God sent the Messiah, Jesus of 
Nazareth, but He has also required that he offer himself to God through death on the cross as a 
propitiation to assuage His wrath and anger. Because Jesus obeyed God and willingly suffered death on 
the cross, God rewarded his obedience by raising him from the dead. No Jew has earned the Messiah. 
And no group of Jews, the nation of Israel, deserve him either. God has sovereignly and mercifully 
brought him into existence to die for the sins of the world and to be raised into the glory of His eternal 
kingdom where he will rule over both Jews and Gentiles who have acquired changed hearts through 
God’s grace and have demonstrated authentic belief. 

God’s gracious purposes through the Messiah and in the midst of people’s divinely caused belief is 
why Paul goes on to ask in v. 8, “Rather, what does [the Mosaic Covenant] say?” Well, it says in 
Deuteronomy 30:14, “The message is near you, in your mouth and in your heart.” Moses is speaking of 
the “message” of the Mosaic Covenant. But Paul quotes Moses to indicate that, in the same way, the new 
“message” of Jesus as the Messiah is now “near” the Jews and should be “in [their] mouth[s] and in [their] 
heart[s].” He means, as he goes on to say, that this is “the message of belief,” which both the Mosaic 
Covenant from Old Testament times and that of the apostles in New Testament times “are proclaiming.” 
The new “message” is about Jesus as the crucified and raised-from-the-dead Messiah, which the Jews 
should believe just as certainly and quickly as God required that they believe Moses’ message about the 
Mosaic Covenant—because, in v. 4, “the goal of the Covenant is the Messiah with the result of 
justification to everyone who believes.” 

Then, in v. 9, Paul explicitly states, “because, if you confess with your mouth the Lord Jesus and you 
believe in your heart that God raised him from the dead, you will be saved.” He is covering both the 
intellectual base of the Jew’s mind and the spiritual base of his heart. As one of Jesus’ apostles, Paul is 
proclaiming the “message” of God regarding His Messiah, who is the “Lord Jesus.” When a Jew hears the 
information about Jesus and willfully and genuinely speaks of him as his “Lord,” then he is fulfilling the 
requirement that God has placed on him in order to gain eternal salvation. Thus, if the Jew’s heart and 
inwardness is such that he authentically believes that God raised Jesus from the dead because he 
qualified to become the king and high priest of all Jews who exhibit this kind of belief, then he will obtain 
God’s promise to Abraham of eternal life. 

Again, Paul makes this clear by stating in v. 10, “With the heart a person believes with the result of 
justification, and with the mouth he confesses with the result of salvation.” Here he speaks of the two 
steps that can occur in a sinful Jew’s life. The first step is “justification” whereby he stands to obtain 
eternal life, and his authentic belief in God and in Jesus brings him into this place. The second step is 
“salvation” from God’s wrath, condemnation, and destruction that will occur in the future, and his 
confession of Jesus as his Lord, Savior, Champion, and crucified/resurrected High Priest will result in this 
future experience. And it really is genuine belief that is the telltale sign of the Jew who has become this 
kind of sinful person, for “the scripture says” in Isaiah 28:16, “Everyone who believes in it will not be 
ashamed.” The “it” here in Isaiah 28 is the Davidic Covenant, through which God promised to King David 
that his descendants would rule over Israel, so that eventually one final descendant of David would 
become king of the eternal Kingdom of God. Thus, “everyone” who believes this covenant to be true and 
that Jesus is its ultimate fulfillment will never be embarrassed or ashamed of doing so, because his final 
experience will be living forever with Jesus as his ruler. 

Even though Isaiah 28 refers to the Jews, Paul hitchhikes off the word “everyone” and goes back to 
another point that he is making in these three chapters of Romans, that the dynamic of God’s grace and 
changing the hearts of sinful human beings applies to both “Jew and Greek,” because “there is no 
distinction between” them when it comes to acquiring genuine belief and obtaining God’s eternal salvation 
(10:12). Gentiles fulfill God’s requirement for salvation through their authentic belief from changed hearts 
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just as Jews do also. And this is because “the same person,” i.e., God, is “Lord of all” sinful human 
beings, who procure His mercy and the promises that He made to Abraham. This means, too, that 
Gentiles, who have been in the past, are now, and will be authentic believers when Jesus returns and 
establishes his kingdom on the land of Israel so as to rule over the whole earth, will participate in both the 
“great nation” of earthly Israel as stated in Revelation 20 and the Kingdom of God on the new, eternal 
earth described in Revelation 20-22. 

And the reason why both Jews and Gentiles experience the same grace and promises of God is 
“because He is rich towards all who call upon Him.” Every sinful human being whose heart God changes 
in the course of time receives the same wealth and abundant gifts from God—participation in Israel’s 
future, glorious kingdom and in eternal salvation. Furthermore, Paul substantiates this from the Old 
Testament by quoting Joel 2:32, “For everyone who calls on the name of the Lord will be saved.” Like the 
other prophetic passages which Paul has quoted in vs. 4-13, Joel is referring specifically to the Jews. But 
Paul exploits his meaning of the word “everyone” in the same way he did with Isaiah 28:16, because the 
methodology that God uses to save Jews is the same one that He uses to save Gentiles. He circumcises 
their hearts, so that they genuinely believe the truth which He presents them, whether through Moses with 
the Mosaic Covenant or through Jesus with the New Covenant, and they call upon God to be merciful 
towards them and grant them the fulfillment of His promises. 

Is all this discussion by Paul about “justification” through belief in the Mosaic Covenant of Moses and 
through belief in the New Covenant of Jesus within the historical context of Replacement Theology or 
Status Quo Theology? Does Paul see the Christian community of Jews and Gentiles as the replacement 
of the unbelieving nation of Old Testament Israel? Or does he see the Christian community as comprised 
of believing Jews, who will eventually become the “great nation” of Genesis 12:1-3, and of believing 
Gentiles, who will participate in the “great nation” and acquire eternal life like their Jewish counterparts? I 
suggest that the latter, Status Quo Theology, is true. While there is no difference between how God 
changes the hearts of Jews and Gentiles, so that both demonstrate authentic belief in Him and now in 
Jesus, I think that He still remains faithful to His promise to Abraham to cause his physical descendants to 
become the most powerful nation in history under the rule of Jesus their Messiah. In addition, He still 
remains faithful to Abraham to grant eternal salvation to all people from every ethnic group, including the 
Jews, who imitate his faith. 

But someone might wonder if the “message” to the Jews has always been clear and loud enough that 
God can hold them accountable for not believing Him? And is there any silver lining to the fact that most 
Jews’ have not believed the information which God has presented to them? Paul answers these 
questions in Romans 10:14-21 as a great lead-in to his final comments in chapter 11 about God’s 
purposes for both the Jews and the Gentiles. 

 
ROMANS 10:14-21 

 
My Translation Greek NAS28 

10:14 Therefore, how may they call on Him 
whom they did not believe? And how may they 
believe what they have not heard? And how may 
they hear apart from someone’s making 
proclamation? 10:15 And how may they proclaim 
unless they are sent, just as it was written,  

 
How beautiful are the feet of those who 
proclaim good news of good things 
<paraphrase of Isaiah 52:7> 
 

10:16 However, not everyone obeyed the good 
news. For Isaiah says,  

 
Lord, who believed our message <Isaiah 
53:1>? 
 

Romans 10:14 Pw◊ß ou™n ėpikale÷swntai ei̇ß 
o§n oujk ėpi÷steusan; pw◊ß de« pisteu/swsin ou∞ 
oujk h¡kousan; pw◊ß de« ™aÓkou/swsin cwri«ß 
khru/ssontoß; 15 pw◊ß de« khru/xwsin ėa»n mh\ 
aÓpostalw◊sin; ™kaqw»ß ge÷graptai: 

  
wß wrai√oi oi̊ po/deß £ tw◊n 
eujaggelizome÷nwn ∞[ta»] aÓgaqa¿.  
 

16 ∆All’ ouj pa¿nteß uJph/kousan tŵ◊ eujaggeli÷ŵ. 
∆HsaiŒaß ga»r le÷gei: 
  

ku/rie, ti÷ß ėpi÷steusen thØv aÓkohØv hJmw◊n;  
 

17 a‡ra hJ pi÷stiß ėx aÓkohvß, hJ de« aÓkoh\ dia» 
rJh/matoß ™Cristouv. 18 aÓlla» le÷gw, mh\ oujk 
h¡kousan; menouvnge: 
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10:17 Therefore, belief is from hearing, and 
hearing is through the message of the Messiah. 
10:18 Nevertheless, I say, they did not hear, did 
they? On the contrary, 

 
Their voice has gone out into all the earth 
and their words to the ends of the 
inhabited world <Psalm 19:4>. 
 

10:19 But I say, Israel did not know, did they? 
First, Moses says,  

 
I will annoy you terribly by that which is 
not a nation. I will make you angry by a 
nation who do not understand 
<Deuteronomy 32:31>. 
 

10:20 And Isaiah is bold and says,  
 
I was found by those who were not 
seeking me, and I became manifest to 
those who were not inquiring after me 
<Isaiah 65:1>. 
 

10:21 Yet, to Israel He says,  
 
All day long I have stretched out my hands to a 
disobedient and obstinate people <Isaiah 65:2>. 
 

ei̇ß pa◊san th\n ghvn ėxhvlqen oJ fqo/ggoß 
aujtw◊n 
kai« ei̇ß ta» pe÷rata thvß oi̇koume÷nhß ta» 
rJh/mata aujtw◊n. 
 

19 aÓlla» le÷gw, mh\ ∆Israh\l oujk e¶gnw; prw◊toß 
Mwüshvß le÷gei: 
 

ėgw» parazhlw¿sw uJma◊ß ėp’ oujk e¶qnei, 
ėp’ e¶qnei aÓsune÷tŵ parorgiw◊ uJma◊ß. 

 
20 ∆HsaiŒaß de« ‹aÓpotolmâ◊ kai«« le÷gei: 
 

euJre÷qhn ∞[ėn] toi√ß ėme« mh\ zhtouvsin, 
ėmfanh\ß ėgeno/mhn £ toi√ß ėme« mh\ 
ėperwtw◊sin. 
 

21 pro\ß de« to\n ∆Israh\l le÷gei: 
 

o¢lhn th\n hJme÷ran ėxepe÷tasa ta»ß cei√ra¿ß 
mou™pro\ß lao\n aÓpeiqouvnta ‹kai« 
aÓntile÷gonta«. 

 
First, in vs. 14-15, Paul briefly outlines the process by which people, Jews and Gentiles, arrive at the 

point in their lives where they “call on” God so that they eventually become “saved” (cf vs.12 &13). “How 
may they call on Him?” They must “believe” the truth about God. And “how may they believe” this truth? 
They must “hear” it. And “how my they hear” it? Someone must “proclaim” it to them. And what is the 
mechanism that motivates people to “proclaim” the message of truth? They “are sent”—passive voice. In 
other words, God is the one who sends out those whom he designates as messengers of the truth which 
He wants sinful people to hear, so that they believe it and call on Him to grant them mercy and life 
according to the fulfillment of the promises which He made to Abraham in Genesis 12:1-3. This is the 
process which God has decided to use to achieve His purposes for saving human beings from His wrath, 
condemnation, and eternal destruction. 

And Paul paraphrases Isaiah 52:7, “How beautiful are the feet of those who proclaim good news of 
good things!” This verse is in the context of God’s lamenting that a foreign nation, Babylonia, is ruling and 
oppressing His “people,” the Jews. Nevertheless, He is going to change Israel’s circumstances, and they 
will truly “know” Him as their God. This is great and wonderful news, and God through Isaiah expresses 
how “lovely on the mountains are the feet of him who brings good news,” which is the message that God 
will be faithful to His people and rescue them from foreigners and their enemies. In this manner, Paul can 
use Isaiah’s clear statement that implies that it is God who provides the one who speaks good news 
about Israel to teach the same thing about the method by which anyone calls on God and acquires 
salvation and eternal life from Him through their belief in the “good news of good things” they hear—
because it has been proclaimed to them. 

“However,” in spite of the clear message from God, Paul comments in v. 17, “not everyone obeyed 
the good news,” which should not surprise us. He has been saying all along in chapters 9 and 10 that 
some people believe in God and some people do not. Then, he quotes Isaiah 53:1, “Lord, who believed 
our message?” I think the context indicates that it is both believing Jews and believing Gentiles who are 
asking this question. They are wondering if anyone else besides them is going to believe the message as 
they have?  
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Is this multi-ethnic group aware that ultimately God determines who becomes an authentic believer 
and who does not? Perhaps they have inferred this from the fact that they, both the chosen ethnic people 
of God and those outside this chosen group, have all acquired the right to receive the fulfillment of His 
promises. And it seems that Paul is quoting them from Isaiah to highlight the fact that the process which 
he has just described for how people end up calling on God is correct. Thus, he goes on in v. 17, 
“Therefore, belief is from hearing, and hearing is through the message of the Messiah.” 

Paul is explicit that certainly belief in his day includes acknowledging that Jesus, who suffered death 
on the cross followed by resurrection from the dead, is the Son of God. And Isaiah, in chapters 52 and 53, 
predicted that the Jews’ Messiah would suffer for the people. Plus, God has communicated the good 
news of His salvation through the Messiah to both Jews and Gentiles, while the dynamic that exists 
between Him and sinners has always been in play. God opens the hearts and minds of some Jews and 
some Gentiles, so that they genuinely believe in Him and the Messiah. But He does not do so for all the 
other people of all the various ethnic groups, both Jews and Gentiles. 

However, can it be said these other people did not hear enough about the Messiah to convince them 
to engage in authentic belief in their hearts? Paul asks in v. 18, “They did not hear, did they?” He quickly 
responds, “On the contrary, ‘Their voice has gone out into all the earth and their words to the ends of the 
inhabited word.’” This quote is from Psalm 19:4 concerning how the whole creation through its existence 
constantly declares that there is a God, so that no individual human being, whether government official, 
religious ruler, renowned scientist, thoughtful philosopher, creative artist, successful businessman, 
famous athlete, popular actor, or anyone who might be the least important person in the world can claim 
that there was not enough information for him to believe in God. Paul and Psalm 19 are implying that if all 
a sinner does is believe in the Creator of the creation with authentic belief (obviously with a changed 
heart), then he is satisfying the necessary condition to obtain God’s mercy, forgiveness, and life in the 
“great nation” of Israel and on the eternal earth.  

What a radical concept! That the quantity or details of the truth, which a person believes, does not 
result in obtaining God’s promises. Instead, it is the quality of the person’s heart while believing the truth 
(as a result of God’s changing the sinner’s inwardness) that does. In other words, the primary and 
fundamental condition and requirement which God has placed on us to become qualified for His future 
promises is a changed heart (from which authentic belief and moral obedience springs). This is why 
Moses states clearly in the Mosaic Covenant, 

 
Deuteronomy 10:12 “Now, Israel, what does Yahweh your God require from you, but to fear Yahweh 

your God, to walk in all His ways and love Him, and to serve Yahweh your God with all your heart 
and with all your soul, 

10:13 and to keep Yahweh’s commandments and His statutes which I am commanding you today for 
your good? 

10:14 Behold, to Yahweh your God belong heaven and the highest heavens, the earth and all that is 
in it. 

10:15 Yet on your fathers did Yahweh set His affection to love them, and He chose their descendants 
after them, even you above all peoples, as it is this day. 

10:16 So circumcise your heart, and stiffen your neck no longer.” [emphasis mine] 
 
I think that Moses is saying that it is existentially impossible for a sinful Jew to what God “requires” of 

him—to fear God, to obey God, to love God, and to serve God—unless first his heart is circumcised and 
changed by God, as affirmed by Moses in Deuteronomy 30:6 that will happen when God restores them 
from all the foreign lands where He has scattered them, brings them into the land which He promised 
them, and He has compassion on them, 

 
Deuteronomy 30:6 “Moreover Yahweh your God will circumcise your heart and the heart of your 

descendants, to love Yahweh your God with all your heart and with all your soul, so that you 
may live.” [emphasis mine] 

 
We notice that God “will circumcise” the hearts of the nation of Israel in order that they become 

people who genuinely believe, love, and obey Him. This is also why Paul says explicitly in Romans 2:28-
29, 
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Romans 2:28 The true Jew is not the one who is such outwardly, and neither is circumcision that 
which is outward in the flesh, 2:29 but the true Jew is one in his hidden, innermost parts. And 
circumcision is of the heart by means of the Spirit, not of the letter. In addition, his praise is 
not from men but from God. [emphasis mine] 

 
Thus, we see that the primary and fundamental condition and requirement which God has placed on 

us, Jews and Gentiles, to become qualified for His future promises is a changed heart (from which 
authentic belief and moral obedience springs). And He is the one who produces it within us. An important 
logical conclusion is that Abraham did not have to believe in Jesus per se in order to obtain God’s 
blessings of participating in the “great nation” of his people and of eternal life. He needed to believe in 
only the information that God provided him around 2,000 B.C. And it follows that, if the only information 
about God that a sinner acquires is the message of the universe that He has created the universe, then 
his belief in this message will result in God’s granting him the fulfillment of His promises, including eternal 
mercy and life. Therefore, too, God can change a person’s heart and cause him to believe whatever truth 
he presently knows, and this truth can be from anyone or anything whom God has “sent,” and his belief in 
this “good news” is enough to satisfy the necessary condition for taking part in His promises. 

However, Paul asks in v. 19, is it still possible that “Israel did not know” or have enough information 
about how human history was going to unfold with some Gentiles’ becoming authentic believers in God 
while some Jews would remain rebellious against Him? Paul’s answer is, “No.” Israel did know, and he 
refers to God’s statement around 1500 B.C. in Deuteronomy 32:31, “I will annoy you terribly by that which 
is not a nation. I will make you angry by a nation who do not understand.” Most English Bibles translate 
the Greek words ego parazayloso humas ep’ ouk ethnei (ėgw» parazhlw¿sw uJma◊ß ėp’ oujk e¶qnei), “I will 
make you jealous by that which is not a nation.” We typically understand the word “jealous” to refer to a 
situation where someone else has something that we really want, and we are jealous of their having it—
especially if we cannot have it too. And sometimes we go after it with a vengeance, so that the end 
justifies the means. But I think that this situation regarding God and the Jews is different. The whole verse 
in the NAS95 reads, 

 
Deuteronomy 32:21 ‘They have made Me jealous with what is not God; they have provoked Me to 
anger with their idols. So I will make them jealous with those who are not a people; I will provoke 
them to anger with a foolish nation.’ 
 
 Notice that Paul quotes only the second half of the verse. I suggest that God is not going to create a 

situation where the Gentiles acquire something and the Jews look at them and say, “We want what the 
Gentiles have and, therefore, are jealous to the point that we will use any means possible to get it.” 
Instead, the situation is like what Paul is seeing among the Jews. He has been traveling the Roman 
Empire and declaring that the Jewish man, Jesus, is the Messiah. For the most part, though, the Jews are 
rejecting Jesus, while many Gentiles are believing in him. The result is not that the Jews are “jealous” of 
the Gentiles. Instead, they are greatly annoyed at both Paul and those who are embracing his message. 
In their opinion, Paul is providing the Gentiles with false information and, therefore, deserves to die for 
being a false prophet. Plus, they believe that Jesus was a false Messiah, so that he deserved to die.  

Consequently, I have translated ego parazayloso humas (ėgw» parazhlw¿sw uJma◊ß), “I will annoy you 
terribly.” And this is in line with what God says next in Deuteronomy 32:31, “I will make you angry by a 
nation who do not understand.” Previously, the Gentiles did “not understand” God, but when someone, 
such as Paul, told them the message of Jesus the Messiah, they not only understood this good news, but 
they also believed it—-much to the consternation of the Jews. But the Jews were not angry because the 
Gentiles obtained something which they did not have. They were upset that the Gentiles were embracing 
from Paul both what they considered to be a false message of the Bible and a false Messiah. Most 
religious Jews, even today, believe that Moses and the Mosaic Covenant, not Jesus and the New 
Covenant, should be the focus of everyone’s relationship with God. And it angers them that anyone thinks 
otherwise about how to understand their scriptures. 

Similarly, I would translate the first part of Deuteronomy 32:21, “They have annoyed Me terribly with 
what is not God; they have provoked Me to anger with their idols.” Thus, God was very irritated and angry 
with the Jews for worshiping false gods and misunderstanding the Old Testament. Their obsession with 
the Mosaic Covenant and performing its commandments eventually led them to reject Jesus as the 
Messiah and to believe that their obedience to the Mosaic Covenant was the only basis for God’s 
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blessings and mercy. But we also know that this misunderstanding by them was because they lacked 
changed hearts and authentic belief in God. And only God can fix this problem, which is what Paul is 
emphasizing and declaring that He does for those whom He chooses, both Jews and Gentiles. 

Next, Paul finishes this section with two verses from Isaiah. First, in v. 21, he states that “Isaiah is 
bold and says, ‘I was found by those who were not seeking me, and I became manifest to those who 
were not inquiring after me’” (Isaiah 65:1). Then, in v. 22, he writes, “Yet, to Israel He says, ‘All day long I 
have stretched out my hands to a disobedient and obstinate people’” (Isaiah 65:2). Here are both verses 
of Isaiah in the NAS95 version of the Bible, 

 
Isaiah 65:1 “I permitted Myself to be sought by those who did not ask for Me;  
 I permitted Myself to be found by those who did not seek Me.  
 I said, ‘Here am I, here am I,’  
 To a nation which did not call on My name. 
65:2 I have spread out My hands all day long to a rebellious people,  

Who walk in the way which is not good, following their own thoughts.” 
 
I think that God is speaking of the Gentiles in v. 1 and of the Jews in v. 2. Thus, He “permitted” 

Himself to be “sought” and “found” by “those who did not” either “ask” or “seek” Him. The Gentiles, 
collectively, are the “nation which did not call on [His] name.” While they were not even looking for God, 
they “found” Him, because He somehow made Himself known to them (even by means of the creation), 
changed their hearts, and caused them to believe and obey Him. On the other hand, God “spread out 
[His] hands all day long to a rebellious people,” the Jews, who “walk in the way which is not good,” while 
“following their own thoughts.”  

The point that God is making in Isaiah 65:1 and that Paul is making in Romans 10:20 is that Gentiles, 
who neither received nor knew about the Bible and the Mosaic Covenant that God gave to the Jews, so 
that they were not “seeking” to obey God but were worshiping false gods, all of sudden came upon the 
truth about God and believed in Him. Paul certainly observed this phenomenon as he traveled in Asia 
Minor and Greece and proclaimed the good news of Jesus to both Jews and Gentiles. It was truly 
miraculous that many of the pagan Gentiles embraced the good news of the Jewish Jesus as the 
Messiah. 

But then the point that God is making in Isaiah 65:2 and that Paul is making in Romans 10:21 is that 
Jews, to whom God was constantly communicating through the Old Testament and His prophets, so that 
they could know Him intimately, remained “disobedient and obstinate.” Paul says, “Yet, to Israel He says, 
‘All day long I have stretched out my hands to a disobedient and obstinate people’” (Isaiah 65:2). Paul 
observed this phenomenon, too, during his travels in the Roman Empire as he was speaking about 
Jesus. Most Jews rejected the message and even attempted to kill him. 

Therefore, with the help of the prophet Isaiah, Paul is describing a situation where the chosen ethnic 
people of God, the Jews, who have received the covenants, the Torah, and the requirements for how to 
worship Him, are rejecting their God, while Gentiles, who generally have been clueless about God 
(except for the creation’s speaking to them about Him), have somehow stumbled upon the correct 
information about the nature of reality and have embraced the truth of God (even that of Jesus the 
Messiah through Paul’s teaching during his travels in Asia (modern Turkey) and Greece). Is Paul, 
therefore, claiming that God has replaced the Old Testament Israel of the Jews with the New Testament 
church of mostly Gentiles and some Jews (Replacement Theology)? Or does he hold to Status Quo 
Theology, that God all along planned to change the hearts of some Jews and of some Gentiles on His 
way to making the nation of Israel the most powerful ethnic group in history and granting eternal life to all 
authentic believers? Has God rejected the Jews because they have rejected Him, even by crucifying their 
own Messiah, so that His focus now is on the Gentiles (along with a few Jews such as the apostle Paul) 
and the “church,” i.e., the followers of Jesus? Or has God rejected most of the Jews and embraced some 
of them while rejecting most of the Gentiles and embracing some of them in the midst of Status Quo 
Theology? I think these verses of Romans 10 are still in the context of Status Quo Theology and that 
chapter 11 will show that God is continuing to maintain the status quo in history. We begin with Romans 
11:1-6. 
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ROMANS 11:1-6 
 

My Translation Greek NAS28 
11:1 What I am asking is this—God has not 

rejected His people, has He? Absolutely not! For, 
indeed, I am an Israelite, from the “seed” of 
Abraham, of the tribe of Benjamin.  

 
11:2 God has not rejected His people whom He 
foreknew <Psalm 94:14>.  
 
Or do you not know what the scriptures say 

about Elijah as he pleads with God against Israel, 
 
11:3 Lord, they have killed Your 
prophets, they have torn down Your 
altars, and I alone am left, and they are 
seeking my life <1 Kings 19:10,14>.  
 

11:4 Yet, what is the divine response to him?   
 
I have kept for Myself 7,000 men who 
have not bowed their knee to Baal <1 Kings 
19:18>.  
 
11:5 In the same manner, therefore, at the 

present time, there exists a remnant according to 
His gracious choice. 11:6 And if it is by means of 
grace, it is not by virtue of works. Otherwise, 
grace is not grace. 

 

Romans 11:1 Le÷gw ou™n, mh\ aÓpw¿sato oJ qeo\ß 
¡to\n lao\n⁄ aujtouv £; mh\ ge÷noito: kai« ga»r ėgw» 
∆Israhli÷thß ei̇mi÷, ėk spe÷rmatoß ∆Abraa¿m, fulhvß 
Beniami÷n. 

  
2 oujk aÓpw¿sato oJ qeo\ß to\n lao\n aujtouv o§n 

proe÷gnw. 
  

h£ oujk oi¶date ėn ∆Hli÷â ti÷ le÷gei hJ grafh/, wß 
ėntugca¿nei tŵ◊ qeŵ◊ kata» touv ∆Israh/l £; 
  

3 ku/rie, tou\ß profh/taß sou aÓpe÷kteinan, 
ta» qusiasth/ria¿ sou kate÷skayan,  

kaÓgw» uJpelei÷fqhn mo/noß kai« zhtouvsin 
th\n yuch/n mou. 
  

4 aÓlla» ti÷ le÷gei aujtŵ◊ oJ crhmatismo/ß;  
 

™kate÷lipon ėmautŵ◊ e̊ptakiscili÷ouß 
a‡ndraß, oiºtineß oujk e¶kamyan go/nu thØv 
Ba¿al. 
  
5 ou¢twß ou™n kai« ėn tŵ◊ nuvn kairŵ◊ lei√mma 

kat’ ėklogh\n ca¿ritoß ge÷gonen: 6 ei̇ de« ca¿riti, 
™oujke÷ti ėx e¶rgwn, ėpei« hJ ca¿riß oujke÷ti gi÷netai 
ca¿riß £. 

 
At the end of chapter 10, Paul made it clear with the quotations from Isaiah 65 that God has caused 

some Gentiles to become His genuine followers, while He has not done so for all the Jews. But because 
the Jews, starting with Abraham, began their journey in history as the “chosen people of God,” has God 
shifted His focus from them to the Gentiles and, perhaps, rejected the Jews altogether, so that now He 
will fulfill all His promises of the Abrahamic Covenant for the “church” comprised mostly of Gentiles who 
are believers in Jesus, the Jewish Messiah? In other words, is Replacement Theology correct, and 
Status Quo Theology incorrect? It seems plausible, considering, in Paul’s day, how disobedient the 
Jews had been for 1,500 years since the Mosaic Covenant and, in our day, for 3,500 years. And it 
especially seems to make sense in the light of the Jews’ having sentenced Jesus to death and crucified 
their own Messiah. Nevertheless, I believe that Paul shows us that he thinks differently. 

He begins chapter 11, “What I am asking is this—God has not rejected His people, has He? 
Absolutely not! For, indeed, I am an Israelite, from the ‘seed’ of Abraham, of the tribe of Benjamin.” Paul 
knows that His explanation of God’s sovereign choices of both some Gentiles’ and some Jews’ acquiring 
His mercy could be construed as God’s shifting His promises from the Jews to the Gentiles, especially in 
his day where it certainly appears from the book of Acts that not only are more Gentiles believing in Jesus 
as the Messiah, but also the Jews are so annoyed and angered by the message which Paul has been 
proclaiming that most of them want to kill him. Therefore, he asks the question about where the Jews, 
“[God’s] people,” stand in His eyes? If Paul believed that the “church” has replaced “Israel,” then certainly 
here he would answer his question with a resounding, “Yes!!!” Instead, he states emphatically, “Absolutely 
not!!” Which is to say that God has definitely not abandoned and rejected them!”  

And the first piece of evidence that he presents of this fact is himself. Paul is “an Israelite” and 
thereby a descendant of Jacob, which means, too, that he is “from the ‘seed’ [physical line] of Abraham.” 
He also claims descendancy from Jacob’s youngest son, “Benjamin.” By virtue of his physical affiliation 
with Abraham, Jacob, and Benjamin, Paul is certainly one of God’s chosen people ethnically speaking. 
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Plus, God has changed his heart and inwardly transformed him into an authentic believer in Jesus the 
Messiah. Indeed, Paul is a member of “Israel” as he used the word in 9:6, which proves that God has not 
rejected “His people,” the Jews. 

Paul, then, explains the theology of his Jewish faith, “God has not rejected His people whom He 
foreknew,” which mostly is a quotation from Psalm 94:14. He is saying that God predestined certain sinful 
human beings to become changed inwardly by His transcendent work and to demonstrate authentic belief 
and obedience after this change. In the context of Psalm 94, these are Jews, who are “His people” by 
virtue of the promise He made to Abraham eventually to make them a “great nation.” Psalm 94 speaks of 
God’s judgment of the Gentile nations who speak ill of the Jews and who even seek to harm them by 
killing widows and orphans. While God will destroy these Gentiles, He says categorically that He will not 
abandon “His people,” the Jews. Then, by adding the words “whom He foreknew” to v. 14 of the psalm, 
Paul is confirming his statement in Romans 9:6, that “all those who are from Israel [Jacob], these are not 
Israel.” Not every Jew who is physically descended from Jacob becomes a person of authentic belief 
through God’s changing his heart. It is only those, like Paul, “whom He foreknew” before He brought the 
story of human history into existence and whom He therefore chose to become changed inwardly during 
the course of their lives. Yet, this does not mean that God abandons the nation of Israel as a whole and 
replaces them with the Christians of the last two millennia. 

Paul continues in v. 2 to ask his readers rhetorically if they “do not know what the scriptures say about 
Elijah as he pleads with God against Israel.” In v. 3, he quotes Elijah from 1 Kings 19:10 & 14, “Lord, they 
have killed Your prophets, they have torn down Your altars, and I alone am left, and they are seeking my 
life.” Elijah has killed the priests of Baal, and Jezebel, a Sidonian and King Ahab’s wife, who persuaded 
him to worship Baal, has promised that she will kill Elijah in retribution for his killing her priests. He flees 
into the wilderness as far as Mt. Horeb where God had met with the Israelites and given them the Mosaic 
Covenant. The angel of God comes to Elijah and asks him what he is doing there. Elijah’s complete 
response is found in 1 Kings 19:14, 

 
1 Kings 19:14 Then he said, “I have been very zealous for Yahweh, the God of hosts; for the sons of 

Israel have forsaken Your covenant, torn down Your altars and killed Your prophets with the 
sword. And I alone am left; and they seek my life, to take it away.” 

 
Paul paraphrases the last part of Elijah’s response to the effect that Jezebel has been able to 

convince the rest of the Jews in the northern Kingdom of Israel not only to turn away from God, but also 
to hunt down Elijah and put him to death. Hence, as he runs for his life, the prophet thinks that he is the 
sole believer in Israel. And then Paul says to his readers, “Yet what is the divine response to him?” God 
says in 1 Kings 19:18, “I have kept for Myself 7,000 men who have not bowed their knee to Baal.” Thus, 
God encourages Elijah that he is not alone in his faith and that there are several thousand Jews in Israel 
who are not worshiping false gods and who possess changed hearts so as to believe and obey Him. The 
situation certainly looked bleak to Elijah, but God was assuring him that it was not. 

Thus, Paul goes on to add in v. 5, “In the same manner, therefore, at the present time, there exists a 
remnant according to His gracious choice.” The words “in the same manner” are key. Paul is saying that 
God is dealing with the Jews in his day, around A.D. 50, according to the same dynamic and purpose as 
He did in Elijah’s day around 850 B.C. The people of Israel, the Jews, may be steeped in sin and rebellion 
against God at any one time in history, but He never gives up on them completely, even after they have 
rejected and put to death their Messiah on the cross. In other words, God is not interested in replacing 
His chosen people, the Jews, with the Christians of the last two thousand years (Replacement 
Theology). Instead, He is always maintaining the status quo of the Abrahamic Covenant (Status Quo 
Theology).  

God perpetually causes a “remnant,” a relatively small group of Jews, to have circumcised hearts and 
to believe and obey Him. And He does this “according to His gracious choice,” literally “according to the 
choice of grace.” Just as Paul has been arguing throughout these three chapters, God chooses to 
exercise His grace towards certain sinful individuals among both Jews and Gentiles. No one deserves His 
grace or the resultant change of heart, belief, and eternal salvation. These are all simply a gift from God, 
and here Paul assures his Gentile readers that a “remnant” of Jewish believers (and Paul is one of them) 
“exists” in their day. 

Therefore, Paul is declaring unambiguously and explicitly that “God has not rejected His people,” the 
Jews (cf. v. 1). He has foreknown and predestined some of them to believe in Him, and this constitutes 
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His continued faithfulness and loyalty to them as a nation—as Paul will go on to explain in the rest of the 
chapter. In addition, in v. 6, he clarifies that God’s “gracious choice” is “not by virtue of works.” No sinner 
can make himself worthy of God’s grace and the fulfillment of His promises. He cannot perform obedience 
to God such that He is obligated to pay him with His forgiveness, joining in the “great nation” of Abraham’s 
descendants, and eternal life. Salvation and taking part in the promises of God comes to a sinner strictly 
“by means of grace” and not by earning them. “Otherwise, grace is not grace,” and it turns into a wage 
that God pays to someone who deserves it. However, again, no sinner deserves anything good from God. 
Therefore, Paul continues laying out the ramifications of this for the Jews in Romans 11:7-10. 

 
ROMANS 11:7-10 

 
My Translation Greek NAS28 

11:7 What then? That which Israel is seeking, 
they did not obtain this. However, the chosen 
obtained it, and the rest were hardened, 11:8 just 
as it is written,  

 
God gave them a dull spirit <Isaiah 29:10>, 
eyes to see not and ears to hear not down 
to this very day <Deuteronomy 29:4>. 
 

11:9 Even David says,  
 
Let their table become a snare, a trap, a stumbling 
block, and a just recompense to them.  
11:10 Let their eyes be darkened, so that they 
cannot see, and may their backs bend through 
everything <Psalm 69:22,23>. 
 

Romans 11:7 Ti÷ ou™n; o§ ™ėpizhtei√ ∆Israh/l, 
touvto oujk ėpe÷tucen, hJ de« ėklogh\ ėpe÷tucen: oi̊ 
de« loipoi« ėpwrw¿qhsan, 8 ™kaqw»ß ge÷graptai: 

 
e¶dwken aujtoi√ß oJ qeo\ß pneuvma 
katanu/xewß, 

ojfqalmou\ß touv mh\ ble÷pein kai« w°ta 
touv mh\ aÓkou/ein, 

eºwß thvß sh/meron hJme÷raß. 
 

9 kai« Daui«d le÷gei: 
 

genhqh/tw hJ tra¿peza aujtw◊n ei̇ß pagi÷da 
kai« ei̇ß qh/ran 

kai« ei̇ß ska¿ndalon kai« ei̇ß 
aÓntapo/doma aujtoi√ß, 

10 skotisqh/twsan oi̊ ojfqalmoi« aujtw◊n 
touv mh\ ble÷pein 

kai« to\n nw◊ton aujtw◊n dia» panto\ß 
su/gkamyon. 

 
 

Paul asks, “What then?” He knows that people will question him about the present situation of the 
nation of Israel? His response is that the Jews, “Israel,” are “seeking” the fulfillment of God’s promises to 
them through Abraham. However, “they did not [and do not] obtain this.” Why not? Because they were 
and are under the impression that they can make themselves worthy of it by means of their diligent 
obedience to the Mosaic Covenant. Obviously, this is the wrong approach, and Paul goes on to say, 
“However, the chosen obtained it,” while “the rest were hardened” in their hearts. Again, the dynamic that 
exists between God and the Jews is His sovereign choice of which of them whose inwardness He 
changes, and which of them whose inwardness He chooses to remain the same, that is, with hearts that 
rebel against Him. The latter Jews’ hearts “were hardened” by God, as Paul substantiates by combining 
words from Isaiah 29:10 and Deuteronomy 29:4, “God them a dull spirit, eyes to see not and ears to hear 
not down to this very day.” 

In Isaiah 29, God pronounces judgment on Jerusalem and its inhabitants to the effect that the nations 
will wage war against them. However, God will judge and destroy these nations who turn against Him and 
His people, the Jews, while He will also make the Jews dull and stupid when it comes to believing and 
obeying Him properly. In Deuteronomy 29, Moses encourages the Israelites to obey God through the 
covenant which He has made with them at Mt. Horeb, but he also admits that God has not changed all 
their hearts in order for them to do so. As a result, God will judge and discipline them in the future when 
they disobey Him and the covenant.  

Yet, as we have seen, Moses says in Deuteronomy 30 that God will eventually circumcise their hearts 
and bring them into the land to fulfill His promise to them. Again, statements regarding God’s sovereign 
choices that determine whether or not individual Jews and individual Gentiles will be genuinely obedient 
to Him are all over the Bible—as Paul has been pointing out in these three chapters of Romans. Clearly, 
these verses from the Old Testament are further evidence that God has been in control of which Jews 
believe and which ones do not. Has the nation of Israel obtained the fulfillment of God’s promise to make 
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them a “great nation?” No, because most of them have sought His promises with hard hearts and as if 
they can earn them. Consequently, only “the chosen” among the Jews have met the condition that will 
result in their joining in the “great nation” that they will eventually become.  

Paul then adds, 11:9 “Even David says [approximately in Psalm 69:22-23], ‘Let their table become a 
snare, a trap, a stumbling block, and a just recompense to them. 11:10 Let their eyes be darkened, so 
that they cannot see, and may their backs bend through everything.’” David wrote this psalm when his 
fellow Israelites were seeking to kill him, and he appeals to God not only that He rescue him from his 
enemies, but also that He destroy them. David had the right to wish these things on people because he 
was the first Son of God and Anointed One (Messiah, Christ) as the king of Israel, serving as God’s proxy 
on the land and the whole earth. Just as God has the right to call for and bring about the destruction of 
His enemies, so does David as God’s representative in the creation. Paul’s point is both that there were 
Jews in David’s day who were hostile to God and His “Messiah,” i.e., David, and that David sought God’s 
salvation and encouraged Him to deal with his enemies, who were clearly unbelievers, in a just manner. 

In this way, Paul uses David as an example of one whom God has “chosen” to have a changed heart, 
to believe in God with genuine belief, and to “obtain” God’s assurance that he will join in the fulfillment of 
the promises that He made to Abraham. And Paul uses David’s contemporaries, who were seeking to kill 
him, as examples of “the rest” who “were hardened” in their hearts within the nation of Israel. Therefore, 
with vs. 7-10, Paul is explaining how God maintains the status quo of the Abrahamic Covenant, so that 
we can conclude that He never replaces the nation of Israel with the church of Christianity. 

Then, in Romans 11:11-16, Paul asks and answers another question which his readers might infer 
from all the negative things which he has said about the Jews. 

 
ROMANS 11:11-16 

 
My Translation Greek NAS28 

11:11 In addition, I am asking this—they did 
not stumble so as to fall, did they?  Absolutely not! 
But, through their transgression, salvation has 
come to the Gentiles in order to annoy them 
terribly. 11:12 And if their transgression be wealth 
for the world and their failure be wealth for the 
Gentiles, how much more will their fullness be! 

11:13 Thus, I say to you, Gentiles, as far as I 
am certainly the apostle to the Gentiles, I am 
glorifying my ministry, 11:14 if somehow I annoy 
terribly my kinsmen and save some of them. 11:15 
If their rejection be the reconciliation of the world, 
what will their acceptance be but life from those 
who are dead. 11:16 And if the first portion is holy, 
the lump is also. And if the root is holy, the 
branches are too. 

 

Romans 11:11 Le÷gw ou™n, mh\ e¶ptaisan iºna 
pe÷swsin; mh\ ge÷noito: aÓlla» tŵ◊ aujtw◊n 
paraptw¿mati hJ swthri÷a toi√ß e¶qnesin ei̇ß to\ 
parazhlw◊sai aujtou/ß. 12 ei̇ de« to\ para¿ptwma 
aujtw◊n plouvtoß ko/smou kai« to\ h¢tthma aujtw◊n 
plouvtoß ėqnw◊n, po/sŵ ma◊llon to\ plh/rwma 
aujtw◊n.  

Romans 11:13 ÔUmi√n  ™de« le÷gw toi√ß e¶qnesin: 
ėf’ o¢son  ¡me«n ou™n⁄ ei̇mi ėgw» ėqnw◊n aÓpo/stoloß, 
th\n diakoni÷an mou  ™̀doxa¿zw, 14 ei¶ pwß 
parazhlw¿sw mou th\n sa¿rka kai« sw¿sw tina»ß 
ėx aujtw◊n. 15 ei̇ ga»r hJ aÓpobolh\ aujtw◊n 
katallagh\ ko/smou, ti÷ß hJ pro/slhmyiß ei̇ mh\ 
zwh\ ėk nekrw◊n; 16 ei̇  ™de« hJ aÓparch\ agi÷a, kai« 
to\ fu/rama: kai«  ∞ei̇ hJ rJi÷za agi÷a, kai« oi̊ kla¿doi. 

 
Here in v. 11 is a key question for Paul to ask, because someone could infer from all the bad things 

that he has said about the abject unbelief of most Jews throughout their history that God has abandoned 
the nation of Israel, especially because they rejected Jesus as their Messiah. Perhaps, they have 
stumbled by their disobedience to the point of falling completely out of favor with God, meaning that they 
have rebelled against Him to the extent that they are no longer His chosen people as an ethnic group who 
once were included in the promises of the Abrahamic Covenant. Has the Jews’ rejection of God and 
Jesus the Messiah resulted in God’s rejection of the Jews completely? Is He done with the Jews now and 
cares about only Gentiles’ (or at least mostly Gentiles’ and a very few Jews’) being His people? Is 
Replacement Theology correct, because Status Quo Theology finally met its match—the Jews’ 
unbelief and rejection of their Messiah?! 

Paul’s answer is, “Absolutely not! and, therefore, “No, not at all.” Instead, Paul says that “through their 
transgression, salvation has come to the Gentiles in order to annoy them terribly.” God is working out His 
Old Testament plans and statements, which Paul quoted in 10:19 (cf. Deuteronomy 32:31), where the 
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design of history is first to annoy the Jews through the message of Jesus, whom they rejected and 
through its being taught by Jews like Paul and embraced by Gentiles, in order to motivate the Jews 
eventually to embrace Jesus as their own Messiah—after watching the Gentiles embrace him. Again, they 
do not become jealous per se, but annoyed and angry at what they believe to be the wrong message of 
Jesus and their scriptures, before they finally realize that the wrong message is the right message. Paul 
seems to be implying that the more annoyed God makes the Jews by their hostility to the good news of 
Jesus, the more wonderful will be their accepting this information and finding eternal salvation through it. 

At the beginning of chapter 11, Paul used himself as a prime example of God’s not having abandoned 
the Jews. Indeed, how could Paul, a former, harsh persecutor of Christians, even become a Christian 
through the inward work of the Spirit of God if God has abandoned all Jews who have rejected Jesus as 
the Messiah? Here is a similar point in v. 11, that the unbelief of so many Jews that culminated in their 
spurning and putting to death their own king, Jesus, will not deter God from fulfilling His promises to them 
eventually. God may annoy the Jews with what they believe to be a false message about a false Messiah, 
but He will not turn away from His promise to them as His ethnic chosen people. 

In v. 12, Paul indicates that the resultant effect, first of the Jews’ unbelief and then of the Gentiles’ 
becoming believers, is that the latter, non-Jewish community gets rich on God’s grace and the promises 
of the Abrahamic Covenant, which includes eternal salvation. The unbelieving Jewish community 
becomes part of God’s plan for the Gentiles in large numbers to come to faith and receive God’s 
blessings. However, God has not finished His salvific work towards the Jews, so that Paul states, “how 
much more will their fullness be.” This is to say that the Jews will experience the same riches and wealth 
of God’s grace and benefit when He fulfills His promises to them in the most complete manner. Thus, 
“their fullness” is the filling out of God’s promises to the nation of Israel when everyone of them will 
become an authentic believer and will live on the land of Israel under the rule of Jesus after he returns to 
establish the first stage of the Kingdom of God on the earth (the millennial kingdom of Revelation 20). 
This is also when God makes the Jews the “great nation” of Genesis 12 and they, with Jesus, rule over 
the Gentile world. In a moment, we will see Paul refer to a similar “fullness of the Gentiles” in v. 25. 

Then, in v. 13, Paul indicates that, as the sole “apostle to the Gentiles,” among whom are the 
Christians in Rome to whom he is writing, he is actually working to the benefit of the Jews by fulfilling this 
responsibility. He says, “I am glorifying my ministry.” He means that he is making his job just that much 
more magnificent by moving human history along on an existential level towards God’s fulfilling His 
promise to the Jews to make of them a great nation (cf. Genesis 12:1-3). Exactly how is he doing this? 

In v. 14, he says that it is by being God’s instrument of proclaiming the message of Jesus as the 
Messiah, so that Gentiles are believing it, thereby annoying “terribly” his fellow-Jews, making them just 
that much more aware of this good news of salvation through Jesus, resulting hopefully in “some” of the 
Jews believing it for themselves. Consequently, Paul kills two birds with one stone. By being the one who 
“save[s]” Gentiles with his proclaiming the gospel to them and irritating the Jews to no end with his so-
called lies, he is furthering along human history according to God’s eternal plans and purposes, so that it 
is very possible that the effect may be to “save some” Jews even in his own day. After all, Jesus is 
Jewish, and so it is for the Jews first and foremost that Jesus is the Messiah (cf. Romans 1:16, etc.).  

But it is not difficult to understand why Jews become so annoyed and angry. People, e.g., Paul and 
his co-workers such as Timothy and Titus, are traveling around the Roman Empire and claiming that a 
man, whom the Jewish leaders in Jerusalem, the Sanhedrin, deemed to be a charlatan, is the Messiah 
and that Gentiles who believe in him are not required to keep the Mosaic Covenant, which has been at 
the center of Judaism for 1500 years! Yet, Paul said at the beginning of chapter 9 that he would give up 
his own salvation in order to see his fellow Jews believe in the gospel. Similarly, he also hopes that they 
become so annoyed and angry at his proclaiming Jesus as the Messiah that they think about this 
information very carefully and believe in him (by the grace of God). 

I think in v. 15 that Paul is again stating, albeit indirectly, that God has not completely abandoned the 
Jews. While the “rejection” of the Messiah by most Jews (or God’s rejection of them, because hJ aÓpobolh\ 
aujtw◊n can mean either) has resulted in His making Gentiles His friends through their belief in Jesus, then 
the “acceptance” of Jesus as the Messiah by more Jews than the current remnant (or God’s acceptance 
of them, because hJ pro/slhmyiß can mean either) will turn out to provide them with “life,” i.e., eternal life. 
Instead of experiencing death and destruction, to which they are currently headed, the Jews who change 
their minds and believe in Jesus will experience “life from those who are dead.” From those who have 
died, God will raise Jews to eternal life and to take part in the millennial kingdom of Jesus’ ruling over the 
Jews and the world. Thus, the “acceptance” of “some” Jews of the gospel now in Paul’s day will result in 
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their being raised literally “out of the dead ones” and enjoying life in the Kingdom of God that lasts forever 
as opposed to being among the “dead” who will pass out of existence as their final punishment from God 
for their stubborn disobedience. 

lIn keeping with the point which Paul is making about God’s faithfulness to the Jews, he uses two 
analogies in v. 16. The first is that of dough. If the “first portion,” the initial part of the dough which the 
baker begins to knead, is thought by him to be important for making bread, then the rest of the dough is 
important also. Paul is speaking chronologically and historically. He is referring to the promises which God 
made to Abraham and repeated to Isaac and Jacob. If these three men were important enough to God 
that he conveyed the promises to each one individually, then these same promises are still in effect 
thousands of years later and likewise pertain to their descendants. As a result, the promises still hold for 
the Jewish nation, and Status Quo Theology is correct—even though most Jews have not properly 
believed God. 

The second analogy is that of a tree. If the “root” of the tree is important to the one tending the tree, 
then the “branches” are also. Again, if the very beginning of the Jewish nation with the promises to the 
patriarchs was important to God, then the continuation and fulfillment of these promises in the existence 
of future “branches” is important to Him also. These “branches” are future participants in the fulfillment of 
the promises to the Jews first and to Gentiles second, both who adopt the same kind of belief as 
Abraham—as Paul will go on to explain, starting in vs. 17-24. 

 
ROMANS 11:17-24 

 
My Translation Greek NAS28 

11:17 If some of the branches were broken 
off, and you, being from a wild olive tree, were 
grafted in among them such that you became a 
partaker with them in the rich root of the olive tree, 
11:18 do not be arrogant toward the branches. If 
you are arrogant, you do not support the root, but 
the root supports you. 11:19 Then you will say, 
“Branches were broken off with the result that I 
was grafted in.” 11:20 That’s right. They were 
broken off because of their unbelief, and you 
stand because of your belief. Do not be arrogant, 
but fear, 11:21 because, if God did not spare the 
natural branches, neither will He spare you.  

11:22 Behold the kindness and severity of 
God. To those who fell, severity. But to you, God’s 
kindness, if you remain in His kindness. 
Otherwise, you will be cut off. 11:23 And these 
others, if they do not continue in unbelief, they will 
be grafted in, because God is powerful enough to 
graft them in anew. 11:24 If you were cut off from 
what according to nature is a wild olive tree and 
were grafted contrary to nature into a cultivated 
olive tree, how much more certainly will these who 
are the natural branches be grafted into their own 
olive tree? 

 

Romans 11:17 Ei̇ de÷ tineß tw◊n kla¿dwn 
ėxekla¿sqhsan, su\ de« aÓgrie÷laioß w·n 
ėnekentri÷sqhß ėn aujtoi√ß kai« sugkoinwno\ß ¡thvß 
rJi÷zhß⁄ thvß pio/thtoß thvß ėlai÷aß ėge÷nou, 18 mh\ 
katakaucw◊ tw◊n kla¿dwn: ei̇ de« ™katakauca◊sai 
ouj su\ th\n rJi÷zan basta¿zeiß aÓll’ hJ rJi÷za se÷. 19 
ėrei√ß ou™n: ėxekla¿sqhsan £ kla¿doi iºna ėgw» 
ėgkentrisqw◊. 20 kalw◊ß: thØv aÓpisti÷â 
™ėxekla¿sqhsan, su\ de« thØv pi÷stei eºsthkaß. mh\ 
¡uJyhla» fro/nei⁄ aÓlla» fobouv: 21 ei̇ ga»r oJ qeo\ß 
tw◊n kata» fu/sin kla¿dwn oujk ėfei÷sato, ‹[mh/ 
pwß]« oujde« souv fei÷setai.  

Romans 11:22 i¶de ou™n crhsto/thta kai« 
aÓpotomi÷an £ qeouv: ėpi« me«n tou\ß peso/ntaß 
™aÓpotomi÷a, ėpi« de« se« ™̀crhsto/thß ∞qeouv, ėa»n 
™1ėpime÷nhØß thØv crhsto/thti, ėpei« kai« su\ 
ėkkoph/shØ. 23 kaÓkei√noi de÷, ėa»n mh\ ™ėpime÷nwsin 
thØv aÓpisti÷â, ėgkentrisqh/sontai: dunato\ß ga¿r 
ėstin oJ qeo\ß pa¿lin ėgkentri÷sai aujtou/ß. 24 ei̇ 
ga»r su\ ėk thvß kata» fu/sin ėxeko/phß 
aÓgrielai÷ou kai« para» fu/sin ėnekentri÷sqhß ei̇ß 
kallie÷laion, po/sŵ ma◊llon ou∞toi oi̊ kata» 
fu/sin ėgkentrisqh/sontai thØv i̇di÷â ėlai÷â. 

 

 
Starting in v. 17, Paul continues the second analogy by admitting that some of the “branches,” i.e., 

individuals of the Jewish nation, by virtue of their unbelief, “were broken off” and became dislodged from 
the promises of God, while unnatural branches of sorts, Gentiles, “being from a wild olive tree,” became 
participants in His promises. These believing Gentiles joined in God’s fulfilling His statements in Genesis 
12:1-3 that were first addressed to Abraham, the first Jew, and therefore, by extrapolation, to the Jews 
after him. These promises are the very “rich root of the olive tree,” of the “tree” of the people of Israel, 
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starting with Abraham, and of the sinful human beings who imitate Abraham’s belief, both Jews and 
Gentiles, while the latter are “from a wild olive tree.”  

Hence, Paul is saying that the “rich root” of the promises is the very wealth of the both believing Jews 
and believing Gentiles. Therefore, this “rich root” constitutes not only some kind of participation in the 
“great nation” of Israel by the Gentiles, but also their obtaining God’s eternal mercy and life in the 
Kingdom of God. Notice that Paul uses the singular “you” (su (su\)) to encourage each individual Gentile 
among the Roman Christians to think about the significance of his becoming qualified for the fulfillment of 
God’s promises, while nevertheless a whole host of Jews, who are the chosen people of God ethnically 
speaking, will miss out on both the temporal and the eternal elements of these promises. 

We learn from the rest of the Bible that, in several ways, the Gentiles will participate in God’s promise 
to make of the Jews a “great nation.” Gentiles, who were believers and previously died, will be raised 
from the dead and transformed into immortal and morally perfect beings when Jesus returns. Plus, they 
will rule with him over the entire world during the millennial kingdom of Revelation 20. The same will be 
true for Gentiles who are still alive at Jesus’ return. They will be lifted from the earth and transformed into 
morally perfect and eternal beings. Then, they will return to earth to reign with Jesus over Israel and over 
the rest of the world. I think it is also safe to assume that Gentiles, who become believers during the 
millennial kingdom, will acquire eternal life on the new and eternal earth of Revelation 21-22 with all the 
other believers, both Jews and Gentiles. However, the Bible is not clear on how this happens to millennial 
kingdom believers who die, whether Jews or Gentiles. 

Nevertheless, in v. 18, Paul warns Gentiles, who are now taking part in the Abrahamic and Israelite 
promises of God, not to become “arrogant” and think that they have made themselves worthy of God’s 
blessings (as the Jews unfortunately have thought down through the centuries). This kind of arrogance on 
the part of believing Gentiles towards unbelieving Jews fails to appreciate the nature of the “rich root” of 
the promises of God which were conveyed to Abraham and his Jewish (and Gentile!) descendants in 
Genesis 12-21 by His grace. 

As Paul has pointed out and points out here, sinful people do not make themselves worthy of the 
promises which constitute the “rich root.” Instead, people, some of whom are not even seeking God’s 
blessings (Gentiles), end up receiving them because God sovereignly and independently chooses to 
change them by the inward work of His Holy Spirit. Then, by His continued faithfulness to them, God 
maintains the perseverance of their faith so that they eventually possess eternal life. In this way, the 
gracious promises of God “support” believing Gentiles and their inward change and faith. The Gentiles 
“do not support the root.” As a result, no human being will be able to say that his salvation has anything to 
do with him apart from and independent of God and His grace.  

In v. 19, Paul anticipates a response by prideful Gentiles who have just heard him encourage them 
not to become arrogant and who are thinking that they have done something worthy of obtaining the 
fulfillment of the “rich root” of the promises of God. Their comment is that the unbelieving Jews “were 
broken off” from their own natural olive tree of “Israel” and lost the opportunity to enjoy God’s promises, 
while believing Gentiles, like themselves, have taken their place on the tree when they were “grafted” into 
it. Again, with the singular “you” (su (su\)), Paul is writing this hypothetical conversation with a Roman, 
Gentile Christian, who is speaking in v. 19. 

Paul says in v. 20 that his Gentile interlocutor is actually correct—to a degree. The Jews lost their 
participation in the Romans 9:6 “Israel” of the promises “because of their unbelief.” And his fellow 
Christian, who is a Gentile, “stand[s]” to receive these promises “because of [his] belief.” But surely Paul 
is implying everything that he has said about belief—that it ultimately comes from God and His gracious 
work in the heart of a sinful human being, so that none of us has any basis on which he can brag or boast 
about being accepted by God. Therefore, Paul exhorts the Roman, Gentile believer not to be “arrogant” 
so as to allow his pride to be a part of his thinking about his relationship with God in contrast to 
unbelieving Jews, as if the latter are not good people, while he deserves God’s forgiveness and eternal 
life because something good in him has made him worthy of God’s blessings. Instead, Paul wants the 
authentic, Gentile believer to continue to “fear” and revere God in a way that reflects his understanding 
that if it were not for His sovereign grace in the midst of the humanly insoluble problem of his sin, he 
would end up being condemned by Him—exactly like the Jews who are not humbly repentant and who 
have been “broken off” from their own tree. 

Indeed, Paul is never so presumptuous to think that anyone who claims to believe in God and Jesus 
is an authentic believer. Therefore, he says here in v. 21 that if his individual Gentile reader continues to 
be arrogant, he is only pretending to be a Christian, which means that God will not “spare” him in the 
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same way that He “did not spare the natural branches,” the unbelieving Jews. All unbelieving Gentiles, 
regardless of their claim to worship God and embrace Jesus as the Messiah, will miss out on the 
fulfillment of God’s promises the same way that unbelieving Jews will miss out on it. And this is because 
their arrogance demonstrates that they actually do not have authentic belief. They are striving to obtain 
God’s acceptance and mercy with the same erroneous mentality as the Jews who are trying to earn 
God’s favor through their obedience to the Mosaic Covenant. The key Paul will say in v. 22 is to remain in 
God’s kindness through persevering in humble faith. 

Thus, Paul continues in v. 22 to urge his Roman, Gentile, Christian reader to consider carefully who 
God is. He is both kind and severe. He is kind to those who genuinely repent of their sins and believe in 
Him and Jesus the Messiah. And He is severe, just, and condemning towards those who are arrogant and 
reject Him, even if they are claiming to believe in Him. Therefore, “to those who fell,” the Jews who have 
persisted in rebelling against Him, God will perform His “severity” and wrath. To those who (supposedly) 
have become believers, God will grant His “kindness.” But this is only if they “remain in His kindness,” 
which is to say, if they have hearts that have been truly changed by God so that they demonstrate 
authentic belief. “Otherwise,” Paul warns his individual reader, “You will be cut off” like all the unbelieving 
and arrogant Jews. The prideful Gentile will lose his being “grafted in” to the natural olive tree, because 
he never really was attached to it in the first place. He will miss out on the “rich root” of the promises of 
God, both to make the nation of Israel the most powerful group of people in all history and to grant eternal 
life to those who imitate Abraham’s humble belief. 

Consequently, with the analogy of the tree and the stated reality of the importance of authentic belief, 
Paul has presented the concepts of God’s “kindness” (grace, mercy, and love) and His “severity” and 
justice (judgment, condemnation, and eternal destruction). The Jews who “fell,” i.e., who rebelled against 
God and rejected His truth, particularly the truth of Jesus as the Messiah, are in the process of receiving 
God’s “severity.” The Gentiles, who have been “grafted” into the Jewish tree of God’s Abrahamic 
promises, are receiving God’s “kindness.” However, in order for them to obtain the fulfillment of His 
promises, they must satisfy the condition by their persevering in authentic and humble belief, which Paul 
has made clear exists in any individual by only the sovereign, gracious will of God. Otherwise, the 
unbelieving Gentiles are in the same boat as the unbelieving Jews and will incur God’s wrath and 
destruction. 

Likewise, Paul is saying in v. 23 that there is always the possibility that the current unbelieving Jews, 
“these others,” become truly believing—“if they do not continue in unbelief.” In which case, God will “graft 
them in anew,” obviously because He “is powerful enough” to do so. God can change Jews’ hearts 
through the work of His Holy Spirit (just as He has the previously ignorant and unbelieving Gentiles’ 
hearts) and make them a part of the “olive tree” that is rooted in His promises, which, according to 
Genesis 12, belongs to Abraham and his physical descendants on an ethnic level. 

This is what the “anew” means. Jews have an ethnic claim to God’s promises just by virtue of their 
being Jewish. Therefore, in a sense, they begin life as “children of the promise” (cf. Romans 9:8). But they 
will take part in the promises only if God powerfully changes their inwardness and they become authentic 
believers. They start life as ethnic Israel and therefore appear as though they are bona fide members of 
God’s chosen people. However, due to their unbelief, they do not fulfill the condition necessary for 
participating in the greatness of the nation of Israel and in eternal life. As a result, as unqualified 
branches, God breaks them off, so to speak, from the natural tree of ethnic and eternal “Israel” (cf. 9:6; 
11:17ff.), with the result that they incur His anger and condemnation. However, if they eventually become 
authentic believers, then God will make them “anew” a true part of His long-term chosen people. 

Indeed, Paul has already said that, in an ethnic sense (and I keep emphasizing this), the Jews 
occupy a primary position to receive God’s promises to Abraham, because they are his physical 
descendants through both the miracle baby Isaac and the second fraternal twin brother Jacob, so that 
they will eventually become the “great nation” of inwardly changed Jews on the land of Israel (cf. Genesis 
12:1-3). They naturally (cf. v. 21) are branches of the “cultivated olive tree,” while Gentiles originate 
connected to a “wild olive tree.” These latter, according to v. 24, were “cut off” from their own ethnic tree of 
Gentiles and then “grafted contrary to nature into [the] cultivated olive tree” of the Jews. As members of 
ethnic Israel, the Jews therefore have the right to the fulfillment of the promise of the land of Israel and 
the restored Davidic kingdom (which I think Revelation 20 describes), while the non-Jews who come from 
other ethnic groups do not per se. It is as though the Jews have the right of first refusal to the Kingdom of 
God—the privilege of deciding whether to accept or reject God’s promises before they are offered to 
others. 
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Nevertheless, according to 1 Thessalonians 4 and Revelation 20, the believing Gentiles will help rule 
the restored Kingdom of Israel and the rest of the world—as long as they acquired genuine belief before 
Jesus’ return. Or they will be welcome to live on the land of Israel with the Jews if they become believers 
after Jesus’ return (cf. Isaiah 56). And Paul’s main point here is that God will “much more certainly” graft 
into their own ethnic tree believing Jews. Of course, by definition, their being grafted in to their own tree 
will be something that is not “contrary to nature.”  Paul cannot stress enough that the nation of Israel, the 
Jews, are the rightful recipients of God’s promises—even if most of them do not end up enjoying their 
fulfillment because God sovereignly chooses not to grant some of them His grace, a changed heart, and 
authentic belief and obedience. In other words, Replacement Theology is not Paul’s theology. Status 
Quo Theology is. The “church” of believers in Jesus does not replace the people of Israel as God’s 
chosen people who acquire the Abrahamic promises. God will eventually change the hearts of all living 
Jews, who will live on the land of Israel under the rule of their crucified, risen, ascended and returned 
Messiah and king, Jesus of Nazareth. Plus, the last statement in v. 24 with the phrase “much more 
certainly” makes it sound as though this will actually happen to the Jews, that there will be a revival of 
faith and obedience among them, which, I think, is where Paul heads in vs. 25-32. First, we will look at vs. 
25-27. 

 
ROMANS 11:25-27 

 
My Translation Greek NAS28 

11:25 Brothers, so that you are not trusting in 
your own wisdom, I do not want you to be ignorant 
of this mystery, that a partial hardening has 
occurred to Israel until the fullness of the Gentiles 
has come in. 11:26 And without further ado all 
Israel will be saved just as it is written,  

 
The One who delivers will come out of Zion; He 
will turn away ungodliness from Jacob <Isaiah 
59:20>,  
11:27 and this is My covenant with them, when I 
take away their sins” <Isaiah 59:21; Isaiah 27:9; Jeremiah 
31:33-34 >. 
 

Romans 11:25 Ouj ga»r qe÷lw uJma◊ß aÓgnoei√n, 
aÓdelfoi÷, to\ musth/rion touvto, iºna mh\ h™te ™[par’] 
e̊autoi√ß fro/nimoi, o¢ti pw¿rwsiß aÓpo\ me÷rouß tŵ◊ 
∆Israh\l ge÷gonen a‡cri ou∞ to\ plh/rwma tw◊n 
ėqnw◊n ei̇se÷lqhØ 26 kai« ou¢twß pa◊ß ∆Israh\l 
swqh/setai, kaqw»ß ge÷graptai: 

 
h¢xei ėk Siw»n oJ rJuo/menoß, 

aÓpostre÷yei aÓsebei÷aß aÓpo\ ∆Iakw¿b. 
27 kai« au¢th aujtoi√ß ¢hJ par’ ėmouv› 
diaqh/kh, 

o¢tan aÓfe÷lwmai ta»ß amarti÷aß aujtw◊n. 
 

 
I think that Paul adds this paragraph of vs. 25-27 (and the next paragraph of vs. 28-32) so that the 

Roman, Gentile Christians to whom he is writing do not think of themselves as having taken over from the 
Jews the primary position as God’s people. Plus, it may be that he wants to make sure that they are not 
relying on only what they have learned so far about the biblical message, which probably is not as 
complete as that which Paul is presenting to them in the entire letter. 

The word “mystery” in v. 25 appears in other letters of Paul, where it refers to something that is 
spoken of before, e.g., in the Old Testament, and eventually becomes clear when it happens in human 
history at just the right time for God to bring it about (cf. 1 Corinthians 2:7-10; Ephesians 3:3-5). The 
future event or set of circumstances remains hidden, not because the Old Testament never says anything 
about it, but because people do not quite understand it completely and accurately until it actually arrives 
according to God’s sovereignty. Then it is out in the open and made explicit, and everyone who has eyes 
to see will not only observe it happening, but also believe it. Therefore, a biblical “mystery” is something 
that requires God to open a sinful person’s mind and heart in order to recognize the event and the people 
involved for what they truly are and to understand them correctly, so that the person embraces the truth 
being conveyed by God for the sake of his eternal life and salvation. 

 An example of a “mystery” is Jesus’ death on the cross. Certainly, Isaiah 53 predicts it, but the Jews 
did not grasp and comprehend this “mystery” until Jesus spoke of it during the three years he taught in 
Israel and after it actually happened (cf. 1 Corinthians 2:7-10). Another example is the eternal destiny of 
believing Gentiles, that they would become full-fledged partakers of the Abrahamic promises without the 
obligation to obey the Mosaic Covenant. Certainly, Genesis 12:1-3 predicts it, but the Jews and Gentiles 
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did not fully comprehend this “mystery” until Paul became the unique apostle to the Gentiles and 
proclaimed to them the message of Jesus as the Jewish Messiah (cf. Ephesians 3:3-5). 

In the case of v. 25, Paul has been pointing out the “mystery” in Old Testament verses, which indicate 
that the Jews have rejected God in the past, are rejecting Him now, and will continue in the future to reject 
Him, their God (because they are His chosen ethnic people), while the Gentiles, who more naturally 
worship the material elements and false gods of this world, change their minds and embrace Him. Here 
Paul states plainly the fact of the Jews’ rejection of God, “that a partial hardening has occurred to Israel.” 
In other words, there is only a relatively small group of Jews, a “remnant” according to 11:5 and of which 
Paul is a member, who are genuinely believing in Jesus as the Messiah, such that this will be the situation 
for the Jews for a determinate and precise period of time. On the other hand, there is obviously a large 
portion of Jews who do not believe, which Paul calls a “partial hardening… to Israel.” We also remind 
ourselves that in Romans 9:6 Paul said the same thing, “all those who are from Israel, these are not 
Israel.” Those who are “not Israel” and, therefore, not authentic believers in God are the same as the 
large group of Jews who constitute “a partial hardening” that “has occurred to Israel.” 

Then, Paul goes on to say that this will be the spiritual complexion and disposition of the Jewish 
nation “until the fullness of Gentiles has come in.” Paul has been emphasizing God’s sovereign choice of 
both Jews and Gentiles, whom He changes inwardly, so that they become authentic believers in Him and 
in Jesus. Therefore, “the fullness of Gentiles” could refer to the moment when God completes the number 
of Gentiles whom He has chosen and the last Gentile in His plans becomes a believer. However, 
assuming more Gentiles turn to God during the restored Kingdom of Israel after Jesus returns, I think that 
Paul means something different. He had written in v. 12 of the “fullness” of the Jews. There, I interpreted 
him to mean God’s fulfilling His promise to the Jews, not only when everyone of them will be an authentic 
believer and living on the land of Israel under Jesus’ rule after he returns to establish the first stage of the 
Kingdom of God (the millennial kingdom of Revelation 20), but also when they exercise hegemony over 
the earth as the most powerful nation in human history. This will be when God makes the Jews the “great 
nation” of Genesis 12, so that they, with Jesus ruling over them, rule over the Gentile world. 

In line with this interpretation, I think that Paul in v. 25 is describing God’s finishing His plan to allow 
(even cause) the Gentiles to exercise supreme authority over the world that includes the Jews. When the 
time arrives when the Gentiles will no longer rule the world, God will bring about a great global and 
political reversal as stated in Deuteronomy 28:10-14— 

 
Deuteronomy 28:10 “So all the peoples of the earth will see that you are called by the name of 

Yahweh, and they will fear you. 
28:11 Yahweh will make you abound in prosperity, in the offspring of your body and in the offspring of 

your beast and in the produce of your ground, in the land which Yahweh swore to your fathers 
to give you. 

28:12 Yahweh will open for you His good storehouse, the heavens, to give rain to your land in its 
season and to bless all the work of your hand; and you shall lend to many nations, but you 
shall not borrow. 

28:13 Yahweh will make you the head and not the tail, and you only will be above, and you will 
not be underneath, if you listen to the commandments of Yahweh your God, which I charge you 
today, to observe them carefully, 

28:14 and do not turn aside from any of the words which I command you today, to the right or to the 
left, to go after other gods to serve them. [emphasis mine] 

 
It seems that most commentators believe Paul, with the words “until the fullness of the Gentiles has 

come in,” to be talking about the last predestined Gentile to become a believer before God fulfills His 
promise to “Israel”—whether “Israel” means the “church” of followers of Jesus (Replacement Theology) 
or the Jews (Status Quo Theology). In the light of God’s stated plan in Deuteronomy 28 for both the 
Jews and the Gentiles, it makes more sense to me that Paul is referring to a shift in greatness from the 
Gentiles, who have been ruling the world from their various countries, to the Jews, who will do so from the 
land of Israel. And, most importantly, this will happen only when Jesus returns, which will trigger a mass 
revival among the people of Israel, when God changes the hearts of all the Jews who survive “The Great 
and Terrible Day of the Lord” of Malachi 4:5. These events will also coincide with the last days of the rule 
of the Gentile Beast of Revelation (cf. Revelation 13,14,19,20). Nevertheless, during the ensuing 
“millennial kingdom” of Revelation 20 when Jesus rules from Jerusalem, more than likely additional 
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Gentiles throughout the world will become authentic believers—just as all the Jews who live during the 
time of the restored Kingdom of Israel will be genuine followers of Jesus as their Messiah and king. 

If Paul really is talking about a major global political change, which I think he is, then houtos (ou¢twß) 
at the beginning of v. 26 means “without further ado” as I have translated it. As soon as God has finished 
causing the Gentiles to rule the world, He will transfer this global authority to Jesus and the Jews “without 
further ado”—without there being one second of delay in regard to His fulfilling His Abrahamic promise to 
the nation of Israel to make them the most powerful political entity in human history. Consequently, “all 
Israel will be saved,” just as Paul says. 

In the light of our discussion, there are at two options (and two possible theologies) for what Paul 
means by these words of v. 26, “And without further ado all Israel will be saved.” One option is that “all 
Israel” refers to all the Jews and the Gentiles who, by the end of history, have become the new Israel and 
chosen people of God because of their genuine belief in Jesus the Messiah. This is Replacement 
Theology, where Bible students call this total group of believers “the church.” The second option is that 
“all Israel” means every Jew on the earth who lives through God’s final judgment and discipline of them, 
so that they become the first generation of believing Jews during the “millennial kingdom” of Revelation 
20 under Jesus’ rule as their king. This is Status Quo Theology, where this total group of believers is 
only the nation of Israel in the light of God’s maintaining the status quo of the Abrahamic promise to his 
physical descendants. It does not make sense that, for almost three chapters, Paul would provide an 
explanation of God’s relationship with the Jews in line with Status Quo Theology and then, all of a 
sudden, switch to Replacement Theology. Plus, he next quotes mainly one prophetic passage in the Old 
Testament, Isaiah 59:20-21a and then states its impact on Israel by alluding to two other prophetic 
passages in Isaiah 27:9 and Jeremiah 31:33-34. With these Old Testament passages, I think that Paul is 
referring to God’s commitment to carry out His promise to the nation of Israel.  

The quote starts in the last half of v. 26 and is from Isaiah 59:20. The whole verse from the Hebrew 
text in Isaiah reads, 

 
Isaiah 59:20 “And One who redeems/delivers will come to Zion, and to those who turn from 

transgression in Jacob,” declares Yahweh. 
 
But it is also helpful to consider the Greek translation of this verse that comes from the early 3rd 

century B.C. Septuagint, which was quoted more often than not by the New Testament authors, 
 
Isaiah 59:20 “And the One who delivers will come for the sake of Zion (kai« h¢xei eºneken Siwn oJ 

rJuo/menoß), and He will turn away ungodliness from Jacob (kai« aÓpostre÷yei aÓsebei÷aß aÓpo\ Iakwb).” 
 
Then, here again is my translation of Paul’s Greek words which are a quote of Isaiah 59:20 but which 

come mainly from the Septuagint, 
 
Romans 11:26 The One who delivers will come out of Zion (h¢xei ėk Siw»n oJ rJuo/menoß); He will turn 

away ungodliness from Jacob (aÓpostre÷yei aÓsebei÷aß aÓpo\ ∆Iakw¿b). 
 
In chapter 59 of Isaiah, God rebukes the nation of Israel at the time of the prophet, around 730 B.C., 

for their flagrant disobedience of the Mosaic Covenant. Yet, as usual, He adds a note of hope and tells 
them that He will still forgive them. He says in v. 20 that “One who delivers will come to Zion” in the 
Hebrew text and “the One who delivers will come for the sake of Zion” in the Greek text. While our 
tendency may be to interpret the “One who delivers” as Jesus, the context of Isaiah 59 points to Yahweh. 
God Himself is Israel’s Savior. Plus, several times, the book of Isaiah refers to God as both the King and 
the Deliverer of the nation of Israel. For example, there is Isaiah 44:6 where the Hebrew word (lag) and 
the Greek word (rJu/omai) are the same as in Isaiah 59:20. 

 
Isaiah 44:6 “Thus says Yahweh, the King of Israel and the One who delivers him (wäølSaøg◊w) (oJ rJusa¿meno/ß 

aujto\n), Yahweh of hosts:  
 ‘I am the first and I am the last,  
 And there is no God besides Me.’” 
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In this way, the prophet Isaiah often extols God, Yahweh, as the Jews’ Savior and Champion.  
Nevertheless, we know from the New Testament that God sends His Son, Jesus of Nazareth, as the very 
icon of God to be the actual instrument and basis for His rescuing the Jews from both their sins and their 
earthly enemies in accord with His promises in Genesis 12:1-3. 

As I indicated above, Paul’s quote of Isaiah 59:20 closely matches that of the Septuagint, but he says 
that the “One who delivers” comes “out of (ėk) Zion” instead of “for the sake of (eºneken) Zion.” Certainly, 
the Jews would agree with all three texts, that the One who saves them from their earthly enemies, God 
as their God, Yahweh, will come “to,” “for the sake of,” and “out of” Zion. He comes “to” the people of 
Israel, “for the sake of” the people of Israel, and “out of” the people of Israel. I think that Paul uses the 
preposition ėk (=“out of”) to emphasize that God is primarily the God of the Jews, because He has chosen 
to locate Himself in the land of Israel, in Jerusalem, and on the temple mount of Mt. Zion itself. While the 
Jews are scattered throughout the Roman Empire in Paul’s day, and the land of Israel is occupied by a 
foreign army, the Romans, the Jews are still God’s chosen ethnic people, and the land of Israel with its 
capital city of Jerusalem and the temple on Mt. Zion is still God’s land for the people of Israel. When He 
delivers them completely according to the first promise of the Abrahamic Covenant, He will do so in and 
out of Jerusalem and the land which He gave to the Jews. 

And what does God’s delivery look like when He comes “out of Zion?” He does not come simply “to 
those who turn from transgression” among the Jews, as the Hebrew text indicates. In the Septuagint’s 
and Paul’s words, He “will turn away ungodliness from Jacob.” I think that Paul has in mind that God, the 
Savior and Champion of the physical descendants of Jacob, will save them from all three of their 
adversaries and opponents—1) their earthly enemies, 2) their own sin, and 3) God’s earthly and eternal 
condemnation. And He will do so by means of His icon on earth, Jesus the Messiah. Consequently, Isaiah 
59:20 is a prediction that God will cause the Jews to become a people who are properly obedient to Him, 
which must include their authentic belief in Jesus the Messiah. Through his life, death, resurrection, 
ascension, and return, Jesus will become the basis for God’s saving His ethnic chosen people from all 
their own sin, “ungodliness,” and unwillingness to obey Him, along with saving them from their sin’s 
eternal consequences and all the violent and malicious opposition from their earthly enemies to grant 
them their rightful status on the land of Israel.  

Such statements by Paul, when he quotes the Old Testament prophet Isaiah, point us to the second 
option and theology above. When God has reached the place in His plans and purposes such that the 
Gentiles’ political, ideological, and military dominance of the world ends, He will shift this authority and 
power to the Jews, while He produces a mass revival of heart, mind, and faith among them according to 
the Status Quo Theology of the Abrahamic Covenant. In addition, God, the ultimate King of the Jews, 
and Jesus, the final Davidic king of the Jews, will primarily exercise their authority and power over them 
and with them, since God through Jesus is the “One who delivers” to, for the sake of, and out of the holy 
place of the Jews, which is Zion, Jerusalem, and the land of Israel. 

The last statement of this paragraph is v. 27, where Paul conflates the first part of Isaiah 59:21 and 
one part of Isaiah 27:9 with an allusion to two parts of Jeremiah 31:33-34. These three passages from the 
Hebrew text, but with the Greek Septuagint wordings, are, 

 
Isaiah 59:21 As for Me, this is My covenant with them (kai« au¢th aujtoi√ß hJ par∆ ėmouv diaqh/kh),” says 

Yahweh: “My Spirit which is upon you, and My words which I have put in your mouth shall not 
depart from your mouth, nor from the mouth of your offspring, nor from the mouth of your 
offspring’s offspring,” says Yahweh, “from now and into perpetuity.” 

 
Isaiah 27:9 Therefore through this Jacob’s iniquity will be forgiven;  
 And this will be the full price of the pardoning of his sin (o¢tan aÓfe÷lwmai aujtouv th\n amarti÷an):  
 When he makes all the altar stones like pulverized chalk stones;  
 When Asherim and incense altars will not stand. 
 
Jeremiah 31:33 “Because this is the covenant (o¢ti au¢th hJ diaqh/kh) which I will make with the house of 

Israel after those days,” declares Yahweh, “I will put My Torah within them and on their heart I will 
write it; and I will be their God, and they shall be My people.” 

31:34 And they will not teach again, each man his neighbor and each man his brother, saying, ‘Know 
Yahweh,’ for they will all know Me, from the least of them to the greatest of them,” declares 
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Yahweh, “for I will forgive their iniquity, and their sin I will remember no more (o¢ti iºlewß e¶somai 
tai√ß aÓdiki÷aiß aujtw◊n kai« tw◊n amartiw◊n aujtw◊n ouj mh\ mnhsqw◊ e¶ti).” 

 
Then, here again is my translation of Paul’s Greek words with his Greek words of v. 27, 
 
Romans 11:27 and this is My covenant with them (kai« au¢th aujtoi√ß ¢hJ par’ ėmouv› diaqh/kh), when I take 

away their sins (o¢tan aÓfe÷lwmai ta»ß amarti÷aß aujtw◊n). 
 
Very simply, Paul finishes his statement of v. 26 from Isaiah 59:20 by quoting the first part of Isaiah 

59:21. Then, he borrows a small part of Isaiah 27:9 and alludes to two small parts of Jeremiah 31:33-34 
to complete the idea. As we saw, Isaiah 59:20 indicates that God will rescue His people, the Jews, from 
their sins (and, by extrapolation, from the harmful intents of their earthly enemies), and doing so will be 
His “covenant” with them. The completion of this idea by Paul is to say explicitly that God will be “the One 
who delivers” them “when [He] take[s] away their sins”—a clear reference to a portion of the second line 
of Isaiah 27:9. And we know that He forgives the Jews only on the basis of Jesus’ life, death, and 
resurrection.  

Plus, we notice that the last and larger part of Isaiah 59:21 makes exactly the same point, “My Spirit 
which is upon you, and My words which I have put in your mouth shall not depart from your mouth, nor 
from the mouth of your offspring, nor from the mouth of your offspring’s offspring,” says Yahweh, “from 
now and into perpetuity.” In other words, Paul is paraphrasing this longer statement, that God’s mercy 
towards the Jews will go on “into perpetuity” during the existence of their “offspring” and their “offsprings’ 
offspring.” God’s commitment to and forgiveness of the Jews will never end, and I suggest that this is as 
long as their restored Kingdom of Israel lasts under the rule of Jesus their Messiah on the land which God 
promised them in Genesis 12:1-3. The two verses from Jeremiah 31 are also saying the same thing—that 
God makes a “covenant…with the house of Israel” such that He will “forgive their iniquity, and their sin 
[He] will remember no more.” Therefore, God is explicitly declaring in all three of these passages that this 
covenant and this forgiveness will be for the Jews.  

As a result, Romans 11:26-27 is also referring to the second option, which is Status Quo Theology. 
God has made the New Covenant with the Jews (cf. Jeremiah 31:31-34), and He will forgive their sins 
through Jesus the Messiah, which will become the basis for His shifting the rule of the world from the 
Gentiles to the Jews when Jesus physically ushers in the latter’s “fullness.” Paul is implying that whatever 
large-scale unbelief the Jews experience after Jesus’ first coming, it will eventually be counteracted by a 
mass Jewish revival when “all Israel will be saved” as stated in v. 26. Plus, all indications in the prophetic 
books of Isaiah through Malachi and the book of Revelation are that this renewal of the Jews occurs at 
Jesus’ second coming when God through him as the Messiah establishes the “millennial kingdom” of 
Revelation 20 on the land of Israel and throughout the world. 

Paul then finishes his explanation of the spiritual dynamics of the Jews and Gentiles in vs. 28-32. 
 

ROMANS 11:28-32 
 

My Translation Greek NAS28 
11:28 On the one hand, they are enemies with 

respect to the good news on your account. On the 
other hand, they are beloved with respect to the 
choice on account of the fathers, 11:29 because 
the gracious gifts and calling of God are 
unchangeable. 11:30 Just as you formerly were 
disobedient to God and now have been granted 
mercy because of these ones’ disobedience, 
11:31 so also these are now disobedient for your 
being granted mercy, so that they may be granted 
mercy. 11:32 God has enclosed all in 
disobedience, in order that He may show mercy to 
all. 

 

Romans 11:28 kata» me«n to\ eujagge÷lion 
ėcqroi« di’ uJma◊ß, kata» de« th\n ėklogh\n aÓgaphtoi« 
dia» tou\ß pate÷raß: 29 aÓmetame÷lhta ga»r ta» 
cari÷smata kai« hJ klhvsiß touv qeouv. 30 w‚sper 
ga»r £ uJmei√ß pote hjpeiqh/sate tŵ◊ qeŵ◊, ™nuvn de« 
hjleh/qhte thØv tou/twn aÓpeiqei÷â, 31 ou¢twß kai« 
ou∞toi nuvn hjpei÷qhsan tŵ◊ uJmete÷rŵ ėle÷ei, iºna kai« 
aujtoi« ™[nuvn] ėlehqw◊sin. 32 sune÷kleisen ga»r oJ 
qeo\ß ¡tou\ß pa¿ntaß⁄ ei̇ß aÓpei÷qeian, iºna tou\ß 
pa¿ntaß ėleh/shØ. 
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In v. 28, Paul is continuing to explain that eventually all the Jews alive at the end of the present age 
will become authentic believers in God and in Jesus the Messiah. He says to his Gentile readers that the 
Jews have actually been God’s “enemies with respect to the good news” because of their unbelief and 
rebellion against Him. But this has been and is “on your account,” meaning for the benefit of these 
Gentile, Christians in Rome, so that the gospel has not only gone out to the Gentiles, but also, through 
God’s sovereign choice and grace, has had a positive effect on them and caused some of them to 
become authentic believers in Jesus as the Messiah. Thus, the Gentiles have embraced “the good news” 
in the midst of the Jews’ rejecting it.  

Nevertheless, the unbelieving Jews, indeed all the Jews, “are beloved with respect to the choice on 
account of the fathers.” In Genesis 12 and following, God chose Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob to be the 
recipients of His promises to make them and their physical descendants in due course the most powerful 
nation in human history and to grant them the blessing of eternal life if they demonstrate authentic 
belief—which we know the three “fathers” did. Therefore, the Jews have always existed under the 
umbrella of these promises with the potential to be loved by God and made true Jews, i.e., the “Israel” of 
Romans 9:6. At any time in their history, God could cause them to experience all that He has promised 
them, just as He has chosen the Roman, Gentile, believers to participate in these same promises when 
Jesus returns and inaugurates the Kingdom of God as described by the Old Testament prophets and 
Revelation 20-22. 

In. 29, Paul ends the sentence with a very important statement with respect to God’s dealings with 
the Jews in the present realm. His “gracious gifts” to them of the promises which He made to Abraham, 
and the “calling” of them as His chosen people ethnically, so that they will experience the fulfillment of His 
promises at some point in the future, “are unchangeable.” God never goes back on His word to the Jews 
and modifies His promises to them by granting them to some other people, even “the church,” which He 
would be doing if Replacement Theology were true. And this is in spite of their rejecting Jesus by 
executing and crucifying him. Therefore, God in no way abandons the Jews altogether, even though, 
during their existence, He has judged them and disciplined them harshly for their unbelief and 
disobedience. For example, they endured the destructions of the northern Kingdom of Israel by the 
Assyrians (722 B.C.), of the southern Kingdom of Judah by the Babylonians (586 B.C.), and of Jerusalem 
and the temple by the Romans (A.D. 70 and A.D. 132-135). 

Even so, God’s promise to the “fathers,” Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob, to make of their physical 
descendants a “great nation” (cf. Genesis 12:1-3), one that comprises only authentic believers like 
Abraham and one that rules the world as the Gentiles have, will be fulfilled sometime in the future. The 
prophets of the Old Testament and the book of Revelation indicate that this will coincide with the coming 
of the Messiah, i.e., the second appearance of Jesus when he inaugurates the millennial kingdom of 
Revelation 20. Plus, the completion of God’s promises to the Jews will happen, Paul is saying, because a 
promise by God is a promise. He never reneges on His promises, so that the Jews always remain the 
ethnic chosen people of God in human history, in spite of most of them rejecting their Messiah, Jesus of 
Nazareth, during such a long period of time (two thousand years so far). 

Paul continues in v. 30 by explaining to His Roman, Gentile readers that their situation is analogous 
to that of the unbelieving Jews. These Romans, as pagan idolators, were “formerly…disobedient” to God, 
so that they were subject to His wrath and eternal judgment, condemnation, and destruction. However, 
with so many of the Jews’ “disobedience” and refusal to embrace their Messiah Jesus, God has sent the 
message about him to the Gentiles, and they “now have been granted mercy” by becoming authentic 
believers in Jesus. They have discovered and embraced God’s eternal forgiveness by becoming like what 
all the Jews will be when Jesus returns—genuine followers of their Messiah when God changes their 
hearts just as He has been changing the hearts of Gentiles along the way. 

Then, in v. 31, Paul finishes the analogy of the tree with its root of the promises of God and the 
branches of authentic believers, both Jews and Gentiles, by saying that the situation is essentially 
reversed from what the tree originally symbolized. The natural branches, the Jews, are “now disobedient” 
and basically the “pagan idolators” of sorts, while the unnatural branches, the Gentiles, are “being granted 
mercy” and have become the chosen people of God (which sounds like Replacement Theology). 
However, this is only so that “these,” the Jews, “may be granted mercy” in the future when they as an 
ethnic group as a whole become authentic believers and obtain God’s forgiveness and mercy as the 
Gentiles have done so (which confirms Status Quo Theology). While all the physical Jews are Israel, the 
chosen ethnic people of God, only the physical Jews with changed hearts are truly “Israel,” His chosen 
ethnic people who will participate in His bringing about the promise of making them the “great nation” of 
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Genesis 12:1-3. This is where Paul started these three chapters in v. 6 of Romans 9, “all those who are 
from Israel [Jacob], these are not Israel,” and it is where he ends here in chapter 11. 

In v. 32, Paul completes the history lesson of God’s relationships to both Jews and Gentiles. He says 
that “all” the different groups of people, the Jews and the Gentiles, have experienced unbelief and 
disobedience of God, because “God has enclosed” them in the inherent sin of their human natures. But 
this has been “in order that He may show mercy to all” the different groups. God causes all the peoples 
and nations to include some individuals of authentic belief, which results in their receiving His mercy and 
eternal life, and to include some individuals of unbelief, which results in their incurring His condemnation 
and destruction. Consequently, even though the Jews in the present realm are God’s chosen people 
ethnically speaking, He has always intended that both some of the Jews and some of the Gentiles obtain 
His eternal forgiveness through Jesus the Messiah as their advocate and not by means of the Mosaic 
Covenant, which is strictly a Jewish covenant. 

 
ROMANS 11:33-36 

 
My Translation Greek NAS28 

11:33 O the depth of the riches of both the 
wisdom and knowledge of God. How 
unfathomable are His decrees and 
incomprehensible are His ways.  

 
11:34 For who has known the mind of the Lord, or 
who has become His counselor <Isaiah 40:13>? 
11:35 Or who has first given to Him that it should 
be paid back to him <Job 35:7; 41:11>? 
 
11:36 For from Him, for the sake of Him, and 

for the purpose of Him are all things. To Him be 
the glory into the ages. Amen. 

 

Romans 11:33 ¤W ba¿qoß plou/tou kai« sofi÷aß 
kai« gnw¿sewß qeouv: wß aÓnexerau/nhta ta» 
kri÷mata aujtouv kai« aÓnexicni÷astoi ai̊ oJdoi« 
aujtouv. 

 
34 ti÷ß ga»r e¶gnw nouvn kuri÷ou; 

h£ ti÷ß su/mbouloß aujtouv ėge÷neto; 
35 h£ ti÷ß proe÷dwken aujtŵ◊, 

kai« aÓntapodoqh/setai aujtŵ◊; 
 

36 o¢ti ėx aujtouv kai« di’ aujtouv kai« ei̇ß aujto\n ta» 
pa¿nta: aujtŵ◊ hJ do/xa ei̇ß tou\ß ai̇w◊naß, aÓmh/n. 

 

 
After using the last three chapters to provide his Roman, Gentile Christian readers a biblical lesson 

on God’s purposes for humanity, Paul now steps back and wonders at His magnificence and that it 
involves a rather complicated story about the Jewish nation and its citizens and about the Gentile nations 
and their citizens. He has explained that God is demonstrating His character by featuring His justice and 
mercy whereby different Jews and different Gentiles will experience one or the other, thus culminating at 
the end of the present age in a final display of God’s loyal love and faithfulness to the Jews when He 
causes them to become the most powerful political institution in all human history. 

Certainly, God’s wisdom and knowledge of the created reality as He works out His purposes 
regarding His justice and mercy are so deep that it is impossible to understand all there is about what He 
is doing and causing to happen in the world. God decrees and determines that the history of both the 
people of Israel and the peoples of all other races, colors, and creeds will be what it is. And all we can do 
is marvel at what He is doing with them, while declaring that we do not really comprehend the whens and 
the whys of all the little details that make up this cosmos and earth. At least, though, we have the biblical 
texts, as difficult as they are to study and understand, to guide us in comprehending as much as we can. 
We may often ask, “Why in the world is such and such a thing happening?” or “Why would God even 
allow (much less cause!) certain things to take place?” And while we do not know the complete answers 
to these questions, God always does and encourages us to trust Him. We must trust Him that He knows 
exactly what He is doing in orchestrating the events of human history to their final conclusion both of the 
restored Kingdom of Israel that He has planned in the present, temporary realm and of the eternal 
kingdom that will follow it on the new earth of Revelation 21. This the Bible on every page implies or 
explicitly assures us. 

“O the depth of the riches of both the wisdom and knowledge of God. How unfathomable are His 
decrees and incomprehensible are His ways,” Paul says in Romans 11:33. Then, he quotes Isaiah 40:13 
in verse 34, “For who has known the mind of the Lord, or who has become His counselor.” Think for a 
moment about an invisible, uncreated being who has never not existed and who will always exist. And try 
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to imagine Him as someone who has created at least 200 billion galaxies in the universe such that the 
number of protons, electrons, and neutrons, i.e., sub-atomic particles, that He has created is 10 with 73 
zeros after it. The inventive and imaginative ability of God and His mind is so vast that only He knows all 
that He knows and has made. This means that, by means of our observations of nature and our study of 
the Bible, we are granted a small glimpse into a tiny part of His unfathomable and profound knowledge. 
We observe His creation and human history while also learning about Him and His purposes for us on this 
earth as we gratefully take in the information presented by the biblical authors. Meanwhile, God knows 
exactly what is going on with not only every human being on this planet, but also every other element of 
this vast universe. Plus, God’s wisdom is so perfect and great that only He can advise Himself on what 
He ought to do with respect to every tiny particle of the creation and exactly how He ought to direct the 
story of human history. 

In v. 35, Paul communicates the ideas of Job 35:7 and 41:11, “Or who has first given to Him that it 
should be paid back to him.” No doubt we often would like to give God advice on how He should cause 
either world history or our own stories to proceed. Of course, we would love for Him to take our advice, 
because we honestly think that we know better than He does on what should have happened, what 
should be happening, or what should happen in the future. But Paul assures us that no one can provide 
something to God such that He is obligated to listen to him and even repay him. God in His providence as 
the transcendent creator, owner, and author of the entire creation is always the giver to all human beings 
of life, breath, physical sustenance, and eternal forgiveness and life (if He chooses), so that they owe Him 
for everything that they need and have—and not the other way around. And Paul has been emphasizing 
that God grants His grace and mercy to sinful human beings who deserve only His justice and 
condemnation. We are always beholden and indebted to God. He is never beholden to us. 

In 1 Corinthians 8:6, Paul says, “Yet for us there is but one God, the Father, from whom are all things 
and we exist for Him; and one Lord, Jesus the Messiah, in the light of whom are all things, and we exist in 
the light of him.” Here, in Romans 11:36, he says the same thing, “For from Him, for the sake of Him, and 
for the purpose of Him are all things.” Paul summarizes quickly and precisely the exact relationship 
between God the Creator and all the other elements which exist apart from Him. This relationship is such 
that every element of the creation is, in the final analysis, a product of God’s making it. In addition, every 
element exists with God’s being the one who is most interested in it. Regardless of how fascinated by 
some aspect of the creation we might be, e.g., a flower, a person, a business venture, or truth, no one is 
more intrigued by it than God, because He is the one who made it and brought it into existence within the 
created reality. Otherwise, He would not have made it.  

And He has created every element. As I said, every electron, proton, and neutron in the 200 billion 
galaxies of the universe participates with suitable fanfare in His plan to bring about the eternal Kingdom of 
God with Jesus as its king. We may use something for our own human purposes, but God uses 
everything for His divine purposes which far exceed ours in their meaning, value, and worth. Galaxies, 
stars, planets, moons, clouds, oceans, mountains, trees, animals, birds, fish, and human beings are all 
created things, so that they are not God and are distinctly separate from Him. He is uncreated, and they 
exist only because He has brought them into existence. He is a personal, eternal being, and they last for 
only so long as He wants them to. He is the independent author of the story which unfolds within the 
creation, and they are merely a contingent part of the story, dependent on Him for their every 
characteristic, attribute, quality, and experience within time. 

To these fundamental ideas of the connection and relationship between God and the creation, Paul 
responds in v. 36 with a kind of doxology, “To Him be the glory into the ages.”  Surely God should and will 
get all the praise and applause for what HE has done, is doing, and will do that, according to the Bible, 
will go on forever into eternity and all the “ages” that could possibly exist with God as their creator. Finally, 
Paul ends this section with a simple “Amen” from the Hebrew language, meaning “May this all be affirmed 
by me and everyone else who understands God’s inscrutable knowledge and plans with the limited 
knowledge we have as human beings.” 


